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“I think, however, that there isn’t any solution to this problem of

education other than to realize that the best teaching can be done only

when there is a direct individual relationship between a student and a

good teacher – a situation in which the student discusses the ideas,

think about the things, and talk about the things. It’s impossible to

learn very much by simply sitting in a lecture, or even by simply

doing problems that are assigned. But in our modern times we

have so many students to teach that we have to try to find

some substitute for the ideal.”

— Richard P. Feynman [Fey94]
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Abstract

Engineering disciplines require problem-solving skills. Open-ended textual exer-

cises allow students to acquire these skills. Memorization alone is not sufficient to

master problem solving skills. Problem solving requires interactivity. Students can

learn from their mistakes when instructors provide individual feedback. However,

interactive learning leads to more grading, which is a manual, repetitive, and time-

consuming activity. In addition, the number of engineering students graduating

per year has steadily increased over the past decade. This increase has resulted in

large courses, which further increases the assessment workload for instructors.

This dissertation presents four publications which introduce the Athena system

to reduce the grading workload by automatically assessing textual exercise sub-

missions: Publication [BB19] presents the overall approach to collect assessment

knowledge from manual segment-based assessments. Publication [Ber+20] intro-

duces an algorithm to decompose student answers into topically-coherent segments.

Publication [BKB21] describes the architecture of the Athena system, which au-

tomates grading based on topic modeling, language models, and an assessment

knowledge repository. Publication [BKB22] evaluates the Athena system in a

large course with 34 textual exercises offered between 2019 and 2021 for up to

2, 200 enrolled students. More than 47, 500 interactive open-ended textual exer-

cise submissions were processed by Athena during this period. Athena suggested

automatic feedback for 45% of these submissions. Instructors accepted 92% of

Athena’s suggestions.
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Zusammenfassung

Ingenieurwissenschaften erfordern Problemlösungskompetenz. Freitextaufgaben

ermöglichen es den Studierenden, diese Fähigkeiten zu erwerben. Auswendigler-

nen allein reicht nicht aus, um Problemlösungskompetenz zu erlernen. Das Lösen

von Problemen erfordert Interaktivität. Studierende können aus ihren Fehlern

lernen, wenn die Lehrenden individuelles Feedback geben. Interaktives Lernen

führt jedoch zu mehr Korrekturen, die eine manuelle, sich wiederholende und zeit-

aufwändige Tätigkeit sind. Hinzu kommt, dass die Zahl der jährlichen Absolventen

von Ingenieurstudiengängen in den letzten zehn Jahren stetig gestiegen ist. Dieser

Anstieg hat zu großen Kursen geführt, was die Arbeitsbelastung der Lehrenden

durch Korrekturen weiter erhöht.

Diese Dissertation stellt in vier Publikationen das System Athena vor, das den

Korrekturaufwand durch automatische Bewertung der eingereichten Textaufgaben

reduziert: Publikation [BB19] stellt den Gesamtansatz zur Sammlung von Bewer-

tungswissen aus manuellen segmentbasierten Bewertungen vor. Die Publikation

[Ber+20] stellt einen Algorithmus zur Zerlegung von Studierendenantworten in the-

matisch kohärente Segmente vor. Publikation [BKB21] beschreibt die Architektur

des Athena Systems, das die Korrektur basierend auf Topic Modeling, Sprachmo-

dellen und bestehenden Korrekturen automatisiert. Publikation [BKB22] evaluiert

das Athena System in einem großen Kurs mit 34 Textübungen, der zwischen 2019

und 2021 für bis zu 2.200 eingeschriebene Studierende angeboten wurde. Mehr als

47.500 interaktive, offene Textübungen wurden in diesem Zeitraum mit Athena

bearbeitet. Athena schlug für 45 % der Abgaben Feedback vor. Die Lehrenden

akzeptierten 92 % der Vorschläge von Athena.
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1 Introduction

Computer science and software engineering are problem-solving activities that

require creativity, collaboration, and practical application of knowledge [AK97].

However, creative activities such as modeling are hard to teach and assess, partic-

ularly in very large courses with thousands of students. The number of enrolled

students in computer science courses has increased significantly, some by a factor

of five to ten in the last 20 years. Another problem is to assess how the students

apply problem-solving activities in an exam. Much expertise is necessary to as-

sess whether the solution is complete, unambiguous, and correct and whether it

addresses the problem to be solved. Handing out a sample solution and providing

generic feedback does not help because there is often not a single correct solution.

Moreover, even if there is only one solution, the iterative aspect of moving to-

ward that solution requires individual feedback from the instructor. The job of a

good instructor is also to identify creative solutions that do not follow the sample

solution.

For very large classes, instructors also face an assessment problem. An easy way

out is multiple-choice questions because they are easy to grade, and the grading

process can easily be automated. However, multiple-choice questions are not the

answer for assessing questions that require creative thinking and often lead to

individual solutions. Further, trivial exercises do not stimulate higher cognitive

skills and do not reflect an engineer’s daily work [KS19]. The challenge is to create

textual questions to stimulate higher cognitive skills, such as problem-solving,

which are important in computer science. Software engineering students need

to learn constructive and creative capabilities. Grading these types of questions

causes a high assessment effort on the instructor’s side.

Learning methodologies such as active learning, blended learning, experiential

learning, or flipped classrooms have been created to address these problems, but

1



1 Introduction

their applicability to very large classrooms is limited. This dissertation presents

Computer-aided Feedback for textual exercises (CoFee), a framework to generate

and suggest automated feedback for textual exercises based on machine learn-

ing. CoFee utilizes a segment-based grading concept, which links feedback to text

segments. CoFee automates grading based on topic modeling and an assessment

knowledge repository acquired during previous assessments. A language model

builds an intermediate representation of the text segments. Hierarchical clustering

identifies groups of similar text segments to reduce the grading overhead.

The dissertation is publication-based and structured as follows: Chapter 1 pro-

vides an overview of textual exercises (1.1), assessment (1.2), and the evolution

of teaching (1.3). Chapter 2 introduces Natural Language Processing with its

history (2.1), topic segmentation and topic modeling (2.2), and language models

(2.3). Chapter 3 introduces clustering algorithms. Chapter 4 outlines the re-

search methodology used in this dissertation (4.1) and explains the courses used

for empirical evaluation (4.2). Chapter 5 contains the workshop paper “Toward

the Automatic Assessment of Text Exercises” and outlines a machine learning-

based approach to assess textual exercises automatically. Chapter 6 contains the

conference paper “Towards the Automation of Grading Textual Student Submis-

sions to Open-ended Questions,” which presents the design and implementation

of an algorithm using topic modeling for segmenting solutions into short segments

for assessment. Chapter 7 contains the conference paper “A Machine Learning

Approach for Suggesting Feedback in Textual Exercises in Large Courses,” which

introduces the reference implementation “Athena” and presents an empirical eval-

uation based on data from two courses from 2020. Chapter 8 contains the jour-

nal article “Machine Learning Based Feedback on Textual Student Answers in

Large Courses,” which formalizes the research process following the design science

methodology. Further, the article extends the evaluation based on an extended

dataset over three years and with more statistics. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes

the dissertation’s contributions and provides an outlook on future work.

2



1 Introduction

1.1 Textual Exercises

The instructor needs to facilitate the problem-solving learning process [DKM98].

Exercises are a proven method to train higher cognitive skills, including the acquisi-

tion of domain-specific knowledge, analysis and design methods, and the evaluation

of the results.

“Recall” or “open” questions [GL08] focus on the respondent coming up with an

answer of their own to a posed question. “Open” questions usually provide benefits

to higher levels of Bloom’s learning objectives [KA10], namely “Analyze,” “Apply,”

and “Evaluate.” Text exercises can be differentiated into three main categories:

(1) Structural exercises focus on solving a notation-based math equation or writing

a piece of computer code. (2) Natural language exercises require respondents to

answer a question using written language. (3) Speech exercises test students based

on their comprehension of a spoken passage.

Natural language questions can be separated into fill-the-blank, short-answer

questions, definition queries, reading comprehension, or essays. The main dimen-

sion of distinguishment is the length of a response. While fill-the-blank answers

often only require a few words, which can be automatically verified against a set

of options, the difference between short-answer questions and essays is not well

defined. Siddiqi, Harrison, and Siddiqi [SHS10] define the length of a short answer

to be three to four sentences, while Sukkarieh and Stoyanchev [SS09] define an

optimal length to be under 100 words. The length of an essay is usually defined as

multiple paragraphs up to several pages [BGS15]. Another criterion that should

be considered when differentiating between short answers and essays is the focus of

each exercise: Although the content of an essay is not negligible, the main priority

of an essay lies in determining the proficiency of an examinee as a writer as well

as the linguistic skills demonstrated in answering an open-ended question with no

clear, definite right or wrong answer [JM09]. In comparison, short answer ques-

tions are graded based on the response’s content, and an examinee’s writing style

and grammatical or spelling errors are omitted. Also, short answer questions re-

quire the examinee to answer by stating clear facts and proven factual statements,

leaving out their personal opinion and vague statements or assumptions.

3
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Reading comprehension exercises and exercises, where the definition of a concept

is obtained, are not considered in this work since they often only address lower

levels of Bloom’s taxonomy and cannot be classified as “open” questions where

the examinee has to come up with an own answer.

1.2 Assessment

Concrete problem-solving strategies are taught in paradigms accepted by the pro-

fession [Kuh96]. Each paradigm provides a set of problem-solving exercises. These

are usual (textual) exercises that involve applying problem-solving techniques. Ex-

ercises help students to learn, understand and apply a paradigm.

Instructors send feedback messages to students about correct and incorrect el-

ements of their solution; students use the information from the feedback message

to improve their solution [NM06]. Students’ overall satisfaction correlates strongly

with the quality and quantity of feedback they receive [JHG13]. Students engage

most with frequent, detailed, and timely feedback focused on their task perfor-

mance [GS05]. Feedback must arrive timely to be relevant for further learning or

to be helpful with ongoing and upcoming exercises.

Feedback in the form of a dialogue engages the students the most, as the students

can address the feedback instantly, and instructors can engage in a discussion

[NM06; Car+10; PHM11]. Furthermore, within a dialog, instructors can guide and

encourage students with their feedback and can foster a positive learner identity.

As this work’s goal is to provide students with feedback for an exercise solved

through written text, defining the type of feedback to provide is also required.

Exercise types such as multiple choice questions or programming exercises are typ-

ically assessed binary as right or wrong, thus allowing students to recognize their

mistakes immediately. The openness of a text exercise demands concrete reasoning

as to why a particular grade has been given. We consider written comments by

an instructor next to a numeric score to be an obligatory part of the feedback.

Comments allow instructors to justify their feedback and create a classroom envi-

ronment where they explain their reasoning behind an assessment instead of just

providing a score.

4



1 Introduction

1.3 Evolution of Teaching

In ancient Greece, from 335 B.C., the peripatetic school teaches philosophy in

discussions while walking. The peripatetic school was named after the Peripatos,

a pathway encircling the Acropolis in Athens. Aristotle’s teaching consisted of two

activities: First, conversing with his more mature pupil, allegedly lecturing while

walking. Second, giving lectures on philosophy and rhetoric to a larger audience.

[Sey82; Sey91]

The low ratio between teachers and students enables them to interact directly

during their discussions. The peripatetic school was teaching a static set of knowl-

edge defined in the doctrines laid down by Aristotle and maintained by his follow-

ers. Figure 1.1 depicts a teaching session by Aristoteles.

Figure 1.1: The School of Athens, fresco painted between 1509 and 1511 by Raffaello
Sanzio da Urbino (public domain).

5



1 Introduction

Figure 1.2: Lecture at the University of Bologna in the 1350s. Painting by Laurentius
de Voltolina (public domain).

Scholasticism was the medieval school of philosophy and the dominating form

of higher education between 1100 and 1700 A.D. in Europe [Mar03]. The method-

ology originated from catholic monastic schools and is not limited to teaching

philosophy or theology. A teaching unit consists of three phases: First, in lectio,

a teacher reads an authoritative text and follows up with a commentary on the

text. No questions are permitted during the lectio. Second, students reflect on

the text during meditatio. Third, during quaestio, students can ask the questions

that occurred to them during meditatio. Figure 1.2 depicts a lecture setting at

the University of Bologna from the second half of the 14th century.

Today, teaching is primarily conducted through lectures in which a cohort of

students follows a recitation of the professor in a big lecture room. On top of

6
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that, some courses offer additional sessions with smaller group sizes conducted

by teaching assistants, either doctoral students of the professor or students from

previous course editions. Richard P. Feynman, a distinguished teacher, and Nobel

Prize winner, applied the same teaching paradigm 50 years ago in 1963 at the

California Institute of Technology in his fundamental physics lectures.

“The whole group of 180 students gathered in a big lecture room twice a week to

hear these lectures and then they broke up into small groups of 15 to 20 students

in recitation sections under the guidance of a teaching assistant” [Fey94].

Student numbers rise in university courses. An extreme example is the com-

puter science program at the Technical University of Munich (TUM). The first-

year course Introduction to Software Engineering (EIST) increased by a factor of

5 within ten years. Figure 1.3 visualizes this growth in student numbers, passing

2,000 in 2021. Traditional university teaching is based on real-time communication

and requires students to be present to participate. Class interaction is getting more

difficult as more teaching staff is needed to handle the growing student numbers.

Further, new communication methods with large audiences are needed [KG17].

Equipping students with clickers to answer questions live during lectures was one

of the first interventions [May+09]. OnlineTED1 is a commercial product used at

1OnlineTED: https://onlineted.de

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

363
496

879

747 785

1,043
1,142

1,431

1,625
1,694 1,789

2,189
2,200

Figure 1.3: The number of registered students in the course EIST between 2010 and
2022.
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1 Introduction

the TUM School of Management, which allows students to use their Smartphones

as a clicker. Clickers are a method to force student interaction by introducing a

response system. Students click an answer to a multiple-choice question, and the

instructor can evaluate the answers and discuss the rationale behind the correct

answer [May+09]. Students that participate in discussions and ask questions dur-

ing the lecture apply their knowledge constantly and gain a deeper understanding

of the course contents [BE91].

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are open-access online courses that al-

low an unlimited number of participants. MOOCs require an instructional design

with scalable interactions and feedback to handle the massive number of partici-

pants. Common techniques used in MOOCs are forums, chat rooms, peer grading,

and automated feedback (primarily multiple choice). Unfortunately, the course

sizes make it infeasible to provide instructor feedback to all students.

Students are typically easier graders than professional instructors, e.g., awarding

25% more points in peer-graded practice exams than professionals. This grading

gap is especially noticeable for higher-level cognitive skills measured in Bloom’s

taxonomy. Exercises of upper levels, e.g., in “Apply” or “Analyze,” are harder to

solve and grade for students. [FP10]

Sebastian Thrun and Peter Norvig from Stanford University offered their 2011

course “Introduction to Artificial Intelligence” as a MOOC for free. More than

160, 000 students from 190 countries participate in the online course. The online

platform Udacity2 was a side result of the Stanford course and is now one of the

most-known platforms for online courses. Coursera3 is another online course plat-

form founded by Stanford professors Andrew Ng and Daphne Koller at a similar

time as Udacity [Sev12]. The MOOC platform edX4 by the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology and Harvard University provides university-level online learning to

40 million worldwide users [Rod12]. edX is powered by the Open edX Learning

Management System (LMS).

2Udacity: https://udacity.com
3Coursera: www.coursera.org
4edX: www.edx.org
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2 Natural Language Processing

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is concerned with computers processing and

analyzing natural language. NLP is a subfield of computer science, artificial intelli-

gence, and linguistics. The goal of NLP is to understand the contents of documents

and the meaning of language in a given context. Typical NLP tasks include knowl-

edge extraction, categorization, question answering, speech recognition, language

generation, and translation. NLP emerged in the 1950s. Section 2.1 provides a

brief introduction to the history of NLP. The following sections describe the NLP

methods used by Athena.

Athena splits answers into meaningful units for granular feedback. For this

reason, Section 2.2 describes Topic Segmentation and focuses on methods and

approaches to segment text into meaningful units. Athena uses word embed-

dings from a language model to understand and compare student answers. There-

fore, Section 2.3 describes language models, word embeddings, and transformers,

namely the instantiations word2vec, ELMo, BERT, and WMT. Language models

express a probability distribution of words occurring in the same context. Word

embeddings represent the meaning of words in the form of a vector. A transformer

is a deep learning model commonly used for NLP and computer vision tasks.

2.1 History

Since the introduction of the Turing Test by Alan Turing [Tur50] in 1950, scien-

tists have been trying to develop an algorithm that could translate, generate, and

analyze text in a way identical to a human being’s natural speech. Noam Chom-

sky made the first attempt to formalize natural language leading to the Chomsky

hierarchy. The Chomsky hierarchy defines a hierarchy of types of formal grammar

[Cho56].
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Type-0 (“unrestricted”) grammars include all formal grammar. They generate

exactly all languages that a Turing machine can recognize. Type-1 (“context-

sensitive”) grammars describe the syntax of natural language where a word may or

may not be appropriate in a certain place depending on the context and can be rec-

ognized by linear-bounded non-deterministic Turing machines. Type-2 (“context-

free”) grammars generate languages that a non-deterministic pushdown automaton

can recognize and form the basis for the structure of most programming languages.

Type-3 (“regular”) grammars generate the regular languages. Regular expressions

defining a search schema for text are a well-known example of a very limited Chom-

sky type-3 grammar. Chomsky tried to develop a grammar that could generate

all kinds of English sentences [Cho56]. Though his work did not result in an all-

embracing grammar, his attempts contributed immensely to linguistics and further

research on teaching language to computers. The theory he invented is called the

“production rule” [CW14].

Roger Schank was among the first to attempt the processing of natural language

and introduced the conceptual dependency theory for natural language under-

standing [ST69]. Conceptual dependency theory outlines a model that represents

knowledge independent of the use of words. The model can capture different for-

mulations of sentences representing the same meaning.

Following the formalization of language and representation of knowledge, the

next challenge was machine translation [CCG81] of natural language. Jaime

Carbonell generalized Schank’s ideas and applied them to areas such as text

mining, information retrieval [Car80; Car+97], summarization, [GC98; Gol+99;

Mit+99] free-text question-answering [Nyb+02; Nyb+03; LC04a; LC04b], and re-

lated tasks.

The first application of efficient backpropagation was described in 1981 by Paul

Werbos [Wer81]. Then, David Rumelhart elaborated on and popularized backprop-

agation [RHW86a; RHW86b] by demonstrating the experimental use of internal

representations in hidden layers.

In 2010, the advancements of cheap, powerful GPU-based computing systems

allowed to overcome the fundamental deep-learning problem of gradient descent

by being able to propagate errors over a few layers within a reasonable time.
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This computational work was not feasible in the early 1990s, given the limited

computational power of CPUs at the time. [Sch15] Since 2010, neural networks

have a widened variance of applications such as speech recognition, machine vision,

autonomous driving, and NLP.

2.2 Topic segmentation

This section discusses the literature, mainly focusing on text segmentation, in-

formation retrieval, and topic modeling. Text segmentation is one of the NLP

tasks concerned with dividing a text into meaningful units. The term changed

its meaning over time. Before 2000, text segmentation was primarily concerned

with processing scanned documents and segmenting typed or handwritten textual

contents from figures or blank spaces [EL90]. The main goal was to identify ar-

eas where optical character recognition could be applied [JB92]. After 2000, the

term became more commonly used to describe the process of subdividing strings

into meaningful units. The field subdivides into word segmentation, intent seg-

mentation, sentence segmentation, and topic segmentation. The remainder of this

section focuses on topic segmentation.

Text segmentation can be applied to various NLP tasks, including emotion

extraction [Wu+07], sentiment mining [Gao+10], text summarization [LWZ06;

CW14], topic identification [BCT02; FWA07], and information retrieval [Hua+03].

[PT17] Information retrieval concerns finding material from an unstructured col-

lection of documents that satisfy an information need [Rij77; MRS08; JR10].

The literature defines different results of text segmentation: A segment is most

often defined as a word. Other frequent definitions of segments are characters,

topics, sentences, or lines. Less frequently, segments are defined as phrases, para-

graphs, or tags. [PT17] This dissertation defines a segment as a topically coherent

phrase. A segment can span from a clause to multiple sentences.

Segmentation approaches can be divided into linear approaches and hierarchical

approaches [Yaa97; EB08]. Linear approaches produce a linear series of segments,

where segments may not overlap each other. Hierarchical approaches provide a

hierarchical relationship of segments where segments can be broken down into

11
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smaller segments. Linear segmentation is more commonly used in the literature.

Hierarchical segmentation can be used in discourse retrieval. [PT17] The ap-

proach presented in Chapter 6 [Ber+20] uses a hierarchical structure of segments

to identify topically coherent segments by splitting them into clauses or merging

sentences. However, the result is a linear segmentation.

2.2.1 Lexical Cohesion

Marti Hearst was among the first to present an unsupervised method for text

segmentation with TextTiling [Hea97], which still serves as the baseline many

years later [JCN13]. TextTiling derives topic boundaries using tokenization, lexical

score determination, and depth score computation. Hearst treats text as a two-

level structure that defines several topics and subtopics. TextTiling divides a text

between 1800 and 2500 words into segments that belong to different subtopics.

[Hea97]

Lexical cohesion, introduced by Michael Halliday, can determine subtopics, as

similar vocabulary usually indicates a coherent part of the text [HH76].

However, this approach cannot handle multiple different subtopics co-occurring

in the same part of the text. That is why Hearst separated the process into

three activities instead of directly calculating lexical chains: (1) tokenization into

terms and sentence-sized units, (2) determination of a score for each sentence-sized

unit, and (3) detection of the subtopic boundaries [Hea97]. Tokenization focuses

on preprocessing the text, such as removing stop words, reducing the words to

their lexical root, and converting everything to lowercase. Stop words are words

that do not contribute to the semantics of the text, i.e., the verb “to be” or

conjunctions. Lexical scores are determined by two different methods: blocks of

text and vocabulary introduction. Both methods compare the adjacent topics of

the potential subtopic boundary and search for a topic shift rather than the topic

itself. The “blocks of text” method compares vectors containing the number of

times a lexical item occurs within a block. The vocabulary introduction method

counts the number of first-time uses of words in the current token sequence. The

depth score identifies local minima in a series of potential topic gaps. A local

minima indicates that two adjacent blocks are only marginally related.

12
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2.2.2 Multi-Score Algorithm Based on Cue Phrases

Doug Beeferman introduced a multi-score algorithm that uses cue phrases instead

of lexical cohesion [BBL97]. Based on a dataset of 188 million words from Wall

Street Journal articles and a collection of news and broadcast transcripts, the

authors identified words indicating a topic shift. The algorithm tries to learn the

most valuable clues from the text and then calculates a statistical model. Two

approaches are combined into a multi-score algorithm called short- and long-range

models of language [BBL97].

2.2.3 Combination of Lexical Cohesion and Cue Phrases

Jeffrey Reynar combines lexical cohesion and cue phrases to a new approach

[Rey99]. To account for ambiguities in words (i.e., wild plant as in flower vs.

chemical plant as in factory), Reynar applies lexical cohesion on bigram-word fre-

quencies in his Word Frequency Algorithm. The algorithm predicts whether the

words that follow a topic boundary are generated dependent or independent of the

proceeding words.

The second algorithm, the “Maximum Entropy Model” uses seven features to

predict topic boundaries. Word frequencies, domain cues, pronouns, named en-

tities, and first uses of words as an indicator for a continuation of a topic. For

instance, they check for an occurrence of a pronoun within the first five words of

a sentence as an indicator for a coherent block. [Rey99]

2.2.4 Similarity Ranking and Divisive Clustering

Freddy Choi [Cho00] builds on top of Reynar ’s algorithm [Rey99] and adjusts the

similarity measure and location of topic boundaries. The cosine distance between

vectors of word frequency can be disproportionally increased by one additional

word occurrence. Especially given that different parts of a text are less coherent,

the cosine method is inappropriate to compare segments from different parts of a

text. Therefore, Choi proposes to convert the cosine similarity value into a rank of

similarity among neighboring segments [Cho00]. Divisive clustering determines the

topic boundaries based on the Maximum Entropy Model [Rey99]. This algorithm
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is two times more accurate and seven times faster than Hearst ’s sliding window

algorithm.

In the following year, Choi, Wiemer-Hastings, and Moore demonstrated how to

apply divisive clustering based on a Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) from segments

[CWM01]. LSA solves two main problems occurring with word frequency-based

cosine similarities: short passages and synonyms.

2.2.5 Topic Modeling

Blei, Ng, and Jordan [BNJ03] introduced Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in

2003. LDA is commonly used in the literature [Eis09; Mis+09; CYY16] and can

be trained on data from a single domain [Mis+11].

TopicTiling [RB12b] is an extension of Hearst ’s TextTiling algorithm that uses

LDA to assign topics to text blocks. Each block is represented by a T -dimensional

vector, where T is the number of topics in the dataset. A coherence score is then

calculated between neighboring blocks inside a “window” with cosine similarity.

The depth scores of the smallest coherence scores, depending on the highest co-

herence scores to the left and right, indicate sub-topic boundaries.

Chen, Yao, and Yang use LDA and a K-nearest neighbor algorithm to clas-

sify short texts, which demonstrates how LDA can be applied to short text only

consisting of several words [CYY16].

Tu, Xiong, Chen, and Brinton use LDA in combination with word-embeddings

(cf. Section 2.3) to segment educational texts for online learning with a domain-

independent algorithm [Tu+18]. They train their model on a small dataset and

state that LDA can be used with a comparatively small number of topics. They

also compare different similarity measures, such as cosine similarity, depth score,

and spectrum. They additionally analyze the impact of different values of input

parameters of LDA. A similar analysis is done by Riedl and Biemann [RB12a].

2.2.6 Keyword Extraction

Juan Ramos uses Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to de-

termine whether a word is significant to a user’s query when searching documents
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[Ram03]. Intuitively, a word’s frequency is linked to its importance. TF-IDF

proposes that not only the absolute frequency is relevant but also the number of

occurrences in different documents. If a word often occurs across many documents,

it is most probably not significant. The previous section describes the concept of

stop words that deal with the same problem. To determine the TF-IDF, every

document is run through the algorithm, and the two relevant frequencies are com-

puted. The significance of a word is proportional to the frequency inside of the

document but decreases if the word is found across different texts.

A thesaurus is another way to extract keywords [MW06] and can be especially

helpful when there is only one document, and the TF-IDF approach is not suitable.

A thesaurus also provides external knowledge, which allows extracting keywords

without any training but requires additional maintenance and fails if no match is

available.

2.3 Language Models, Word Embeddings, and

Transformers

A language model estimates the probability of a piece of unseen text based on

some training data [Hie09]. Modern language models allow the representation

of words as continuous vectors (word embeddings). Those significantly improve

and simplify many NLP applications [Mik+13]. The literature discusses different

neural network architectures that estimate word vectors. The following section

examines four language models: Word2Vec, ELMo, BERt, and WMT.

Word embedding is a widely used feature learning technique in NLP. The idea

behind word embeddings is to represent words or phrases from a vocabulary as vec-

tors of real numbers. Each word is represented with a point in a vector space, and

the position of the point captures some of the word’s semantic properties [LY17].

The feature vector captures different aspects of the word; consequently, words with

the same meaning are assigned similar vector representations. These vectors can

then be used as input features for various NLP tasks, such as language modeling,

text classification, and machine translation. Word embeddings have proven to be
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an effective way to capture the meaning of words and their relationships with other

words in a language.

Also, word embeddings can capture word analogies by examining various dimen-

sions of the difference between word vectors [PSM14]. For example, the analogy

“king is to queen as man is to woman” should be encoded in the vector space by

the vector equation: king − queen = man − woman as shown in Figure 2.1. Based

on the usage of words, a distributed representation is learned that enables words

used in comparable contexts to possess analogous representations. As a result,

this technique naturally captures the meaning of the words.

man

woman

queenking

Figure 2.1: A simplified example of a three-dimensional vector space with tokens
“man,” “woman,” “king,” and “queen.”

2.3.1 Word2Vec

Word2Vec is a technique to embed words into a word vector. It was proposed

by Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, and Dean [Mik+13]. Word2Vec was one of the first

semantically successful algorithms presenting word vectors that can catch semantic

and syntactical relationships. For example, the word vector of Paris and Berlin

are similar since both are capitals of a country. Word2Vec representations are

learned from a simple two-layered neural network and provided state-of-the-art

word embeddings [Mik+13].
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2.3.2 ELMo

Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo) is a word embedding constructed as

a task-specific combination of the intermediate layer representations in a bidirec-

tional language model. ELMo maps an input sentence into a sequence of word

vectors. It models complex characteristics of word use in the language. After

publication, ELMo significantly improved the state-of-the-art in every considered

case across a range of challenging language understanding problems [Pet+18]. As

a language model, ELMo can capture both language characteristics: syntax and

semantics. Most importantly, ELMo representations provide a deep contextualized

word representation of word use and the variety of usages across linguistic contexts

[Pet+18].

In a deep language model, the higher-level Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

states are shown to capture context-dependent aspects of word meaning, while

lower-level states model aspects of the syntax. By constructing a representation

out of all the layers of the language model, as shown below, ELMo can capture

both language characteristics. Figure 2.2 depicts the LSTM layers predicting the

following word.

ELMo representations are characterized by three principal characteristics that

allow them to achieve state-of-the-art results in most common NLP downstream

tasks: Firstly, ELMo representations are contextual, wherein the representation of

a given word depends upon the entire context in which it is employed. Secondly,

ELMo representations are deep in nature and incorporate all layers of a deep pre-

trained neural network language model. Lastly, they rely solely on character-level

information, thus enabling the network to leverage morphological cues to generate

robust representations for out-of-vocabulary tokens unseen in training.
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Figure 2.2: ELMo predicts the most likely following word. (Adapted from [Ala18])
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2.3.3 BERT

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is an embed-

ding constructed by a transformer. BERT creates the word embeddings based

on the encoder of a transformer [Dev+19]. A bidirectional pre-trained model is

created by masking out some percentage of the input tokens randomly and then

predicting those tokens. The BERT language model enhanced the best results in

several NLP tasks. [Dev+19]

2.3.4 WMT-19

The Workshop on Machine Translation (WMT)1 is an important venue for machine

translation and machine translation research, held annually since 2006. During

this event, different researchers share their results and advances in machine trans-

lation during the last year. The Facebook WMT-19 model is a pre-trained model

designed to translate between different languages and submitted to the WMT

shared news translation task in 2019 [Ng+19].

The base system is built using the big transformer architecture [Ng+19] spec-

ified in the FAIRSEQ2, a sequence modeling toolkit for training custom models

proposed by Facebook [Ott+19].

Furthermore, WMT-19 extends the traditional transformer architecture by im-

plementing a back translation technique, which aims to enhance the quality of

machine translation systems by using data augmentation [Ng+19]. Specifically,

it involves training a neural machine translation system from the target to the

source language in the reverse translation direction. The system then translates

target-side monolingual data back into the source language. This approach allows

integrating previously unused monolingual data into the training corpus by extend-

ing the corpus with new synthetic source-to-target sentence pairs [Hoa+18]. By

incorporating back translation into the training process, machine translation sys-

tems can benefit from the additional training data, improving translation quality.

The WMT-19 model demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach.

1WMT - The Conference on Machine Translation: https://machinetranslate.org/wmt
2Facebook AI Research Sequence-to-Sequence Toolkit written in Python (FAIRSEQ):

https://github.com/facebookresearch/fairseq
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3 Clustering

Clustering, also called cluster analysis, describes the task of categorizing objects

into groups (or clusters) so that objects within each group are more similar to

each other than to objects outside of the group. Clustering is commonly used

in various fields, including statistical data analysis, pattern recognition, machine

learning, and information retrieval.

Clustering originated in anthropology research in 1932, analyzing tribal or na-

tional cultures [DK32], followed by more work in psychology in the late 1930s

[Zub38; Try39; Cat43]. Since then, the field has progressed significantly. There

is no ubiquitous definition of a cluster, as different measurement methods can de-

fine “similarity”. Therefore, many different clustering models and algorithms exist

[Est02].

In the following, we discuss clustering algorithms related to this dissertation.

Section 3.1 describes partitioning-based clustering, Section 3.2 describes density-

based clustering, and Section 3.3 describes hierarchical clustering. Chapter 7

[BKB21, Section “Reference Implementation”] and Chapter 8 [BKB22, Section

7] describe Athenas Clustering subsystem responsible for decomposing student

answer segments into clusters.

3.1 Partitioning-Based Clustering

Partitioning-based clustering approach divides the data set into disjoint partitions

and maps each data point to exactly one partition or cluster while leaving no cluster

empty. K-means is a well-known and fundamental partitioning-based clustering

approach. The goal of the k-means clustering is to group up n data points in

k clusters [Mac67]. Its basic principle is finding k central points in the data

set and assigning each point to its closest center. Finding these centers can be
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achieved by initializing the central points randomly and then iteratively optimizing

them by computing the clusters in each step and updating the central points

with the centers of the current clusters until they converge to a good enough

result. An example of such an algorithm is given by Lloyd [Llo82]. K-means is a

relatively fast clustering method; however, it requires the number of clusters to be

specified before the start of the clustering. Dynamic forming of new clusters is not

possible. Instead, Athena’s clustering determines the number of clusters based on

the solutions at run-time.

3.2 Density-Based Clustering

Another approach is density-based clustering [Kri+11; Cam+19], which defines

clusters as regions in the data set with a higher density than the rest. Points

outside dense regions can be considered outliers or noise. One of the most popular

approaches is Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DB-

SCAN) [Est+96]. It pre-defines a distance threshold for connecting data points

and a minimum number of points to form a dense region. A dense region contains

more than that minimum number of points closer to each other than the defined

threshold. A cluster is defined as a dense region with all points closer than the

threshold to that region. DBSCAN has two strengths: the number of clusters is

determined dynamically at run time, and points in sparse regions are detected as

outliers. However, a disadvantage is that the constant distance threshold makes

clustering data with varying densities inaccurate. Therefore, Athena does not

use density-based clustering in its pure form but in combination with hierarchical

clustering.

3.3 Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering puts the clusters in a hierarchical relationship. Depending

on the concrete approach, there are two possible ways to realize this: initially spec-

ifying every data point as a cluster itself and merging them to form new clusters

(agglomerative) or defining the whole data set as one cluster and dividing it to
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form smaller ones (divisive). The decision to form new clusters in either way de-

pends on a metric measuring the distance between two data points. An algorithm

that merges clusters in a fashion that chooses the clusters with the closest pair of

points (single-linkage clustering) is SLINK [Sib73], which is optimal in both time

and space. Dendrograms are helpful diagrams to analyze the results of hierarchical

clustering. Athena uses the Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Ap-

plications with Noise (HDBSCAN) [Cam+15; MH17; MHA17] algorithm, which

clusters objects based on a density function. HDBSCAN is discussed in detail in

Chapter 8 [BKB22].
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4 Research Process & Data Collection

This dissertation is based on the design science engineering cycle, which structures

the design, validation, implementation, and evaluation activities. Section 4.1 intro-

duces design science and presents the research goals of this dissertation. The val-

idation and evaluation activities are based on data collected in large-scale courses

at the Technical University of Munich (TUM). Section 4.2 describes these courses

with respect to their learning goals.

4.1 Design Science

Design science is a research approach focused on the development and validation

of knowledge [Sim88] and is used in several research disciplines. Design science

focuses on designing and investigating artifacts in the context of a problem domain.

Design science deals with two kinds of research problems: First, designing artifacts

to improve a problem context. Second, answering knowledge questions about

the artifact in context. The “engineering cycle” framework is a specialization of

design science for research in the domains of information systems and software

engineering. The engineering cycle consists of four phases: First, the problem

investigation identifies the stakeholders and their goals. Second, the treatment

design specifies requirements with their contribution to the goals and available

or new treatments for the problem. Third, the treatment validation investigated

the effects of the treatment on the problem and whether the effects satisfy the

requirements. Fourth, during the design implementation phase, the treatment is

implemented. In the following iteration, an implementation evaluation replaces

the problem investigation and inspects the effects of the implemented treatment

and their contributions to the stakeholder goals. [Wie14]

This dissertation is based on Wieringa’s design science engineering cycle [Wie14].
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Figure 4.1: Hierarchical goal taxonomy following the template from [Wie14]. An arrow
indicates that a goal supports the other.

The two main stakeholders are instructors and students. An instructor can

be either a lecturer or a teaching assistant. Lecturers are university employees

such as professors, researchers, and graduate students. Teaching assistants are

experienced students with knowledge in the domain and are motivated and paid

to help in the teaching process. Some universities use the term “tutor” to refer to a

teaching assistant. Figure 4.1 depicts the hierarchical structure of Social Context

Goals and Design Science Research Goals derived from the stakeholder goals. The

design science research goals support the social context goals, which in turn are

defined by the external stakeholder goals and the problem context.

The instructor’s goal is to deliver high-quality teaching supported by many

exercises. Through individual feedback, instructors want to support students in
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their learning activities as much as possible. However, instructors want to minimize

their workload on assessments to have time to create and improve exercises and

course materials. Teaching assistants balance their limited working hours between

assessments, face-to-face teaching sessions, and answering questions. The student’s

goal is to understand the course content and solve the exercises. Another student

goal is to receive timely feedback to re-iterate their solutions and learn from their

mistakes as early as possible [Pop34; Pop59].

The overall research goal of the dissertation is to reduce assessment efforts on

textual exercises for instructors while providing timely feedback for students in

large courses. We decompose this research goal into an artifact design goal and

three knowledge goals.

To achieve the research goal, we explore ways of automating and supporting

the assessment process for textual exercises with the following Artifact design

goal:

Artifact Design Goal: Design a system that automatically assesses textual

exercises.

The system consists of two artifacts: An object-oriented framework1 “CoFee”

and a reference implementation2 called “Athena”. To understand the stakehold-

ers and the problem context, this artifact design goal is supported by the following

knowledge goals 1-3:

Knowledge Goal 1 (Investigation): Understand grading efforts and the role

of feedback in large courses.

To validate if Computer-aided Feedback for textual exercises (CoFee) is suited to

solve the assessment problem for textual exercises, we state the second knowledge

goal:

Knowledge Goal 2 (Validation): Understand the performance of CoFee and

its individual components during the assessment of textual exercises.

2“Object-Oriented Framework” is called “Conceptual Problem Framework” or “Treatment
Design” in [Wie14].

2“Reference Implementation” is called “Design Implementation” in [Wie14].
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Figure 4.2: Timeline of courses used in validation and evaluation [BKB21; BKB22].
Exercises used in the courses are categorized as Course-work and Ex-
amination.

Athena collects assessment knowledge in the form of exercises and feedback

pools. To evaluate the Athena system and its performance in large courses, we

state the third knowledge goal:

Knowledge Goal 3 (Evaluation): Understand the influence of Athena on

the grading process in large courses.

4.2 Courses

The validation and evaluation activities are part of the design science engineering

cycle and are based on exercises from seven courses at TUM. This section gives an

overview of the course timeline and specifies which exercises were relevant for the

evaluation. In addition, the subsections describe the courses with respect to their

learning goals and the use of textual exercises in coursework and examination.

Figure 4.2 visualizes the course timeline between the summer semester of 2019

and the summer semester of 2021.
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Publication Courses

[BKB21] 4. Introduction to Software Engineering (Summer term 2020)
5. Networks for Monetary Transactions (Summer term 2020)

[BKB22] 1. Project Organization and Management (Summer term 2019)
2. Introduction to Software Engineering (Summer term 2019)
4. Introduction to Software Engineering (Summer term 2020)
7. Introduction to Software Engineering (Summer term 2020)

Table 4.1: Mapping between publications and courses used as the basis for validation
and evaluation.

Table 4.1 maps the courses to the publications which used data collected as

part of the course. Chapter 7 [BKB21] evaluates Athena based on two courses

from summer 2021. Chapter 8 [BKB22] used data from Project Organisation and

Management in Software Engineering (POM) 2019/20 as part of the treatment

validation. The evaluation in Publication [BKB22] is based on data from Intro-

duction to Software Engineering (EIST) in 2020 and 2021 and makes comparisons

to EIST before the introduction of Athena in 2019 as a control group. Data from

Patterns in Software Engineering (PSE) 2020/21 was not used in the empirical

evaluations in this dissertation.

4.2.1 Introduction to Software Engineering

The course EIST is an introductory software engineering course for computer sci-

ence bachelor’s students in their second semester. Students with computer science

as a minor can also enroll in the course. EIST was visited by around 1, 800 students

in 2020 and around 2, 200 students in 2021. Figure 1.3 depicts the development

of student numbers in the course. The course covers software engineering con-

cepts, such as requirements analysis, system and object design, testing, lifecycles,

configuration management, project management, and UML modeling [Kru+20].

The students need fundamental programming experience as a prerequisite, typ-

ically acquired by courses such as Introduction to Informatics or Fundamentals

of Programming in the first semester. The instructors use constructive alignment

[Big03] to align the teaching concepts and exercises with the course objectives.
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The course focuses on higher cognitive processes following Bloom’s revised taxon-

omy [And+01]. Following an interactive learning approach, EIST teaches software

engineering concepts with multiple, small iterations of theory, example, exercise,

solution, and reflection [KS19].

The course involves different kinds of exercises:

1. Lecture exercises as part of the (virtual) lectures.

2. Group exercises solved in small ad hoc groups.

3. Homework exercises to be solved throughout the week individually.

4. Team exercises to be solved in a team in five 2-week periods.

5. Exam exercises to assess the student’s knowledge after the course has finished

in multiple variants.

Lecture exercises motivate the students to attend the lectures [KFA17], and

foster student participation [Kru+17]. The students were asked to submit their

solutions to all exercises but group exercises to Artemis to receive an assessment

with feedback and points. The students could gain bonus points for the final exam

when participating in the exercises. To train software engineering and problem-

solving skills, the instructors utilize programming, modeling, textual, and quiz

exercises in the course.

4.2.2 Patterns in Software Engineering

The course PSE is an advanced software engineering course with around 700 com-

puter science master’s students. It teaches the principles of patterns in software

development and the structure of pattern-based software systems. Students learn

how to apply patterns in various problem situations and learn how to handle the

patterns in concrete applications. The course covers design patterns, architectural

patterns, anti-patterns, testing patterns, and pattern-based software engineering.

To participate in the course, students need knowledge of object-oriented software

engineering, typically obtained from the EIST course and practical software engi-

neering courses.
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Similar to EIST, PSE follows an interactive learning approach and teaches each

pattern as a learning sprint consisting of theory, example, exercise, solution, and

reflection [KS19]. To train understanding and application of patterns, the instruc-

tors utilize programming, modeling, textual, and quiz exercises in the course.

These exercises are introduced as in-class exercises during the lecture where stu-

dents have time to solve the exercises; however, students can finish the exercises

at home. The students were asked to submit their solutions to the exercises to

Artemis, where solutions are graded, and students can earn bonus points toward

the final exam.

4.2.3 Project Organisation and Management in Software

Engineering

The course POM teaches the most important concepts of traditional and agile

software project management. Students learn to write a project plan, initiate and

manage a small project, tailor a software lifecycle, and develop strategies for merge

management, continuous integration, and continuous delivery.

They also get familiar with the most important risk management techniques,

project scheduling, planning, testing, and software project delivery. Finally, the

students apply these skills by solving simple problems in exercises and a team

project.

4.2.4 Networks for Monetary Transactions

The course Networks for Monetary Transactions aims to understand and assess

the fundamentals, architecture, and security of domestic and international pay-

ment networks and their legal frameworks. Around 500 students participated.

The instructors used Artemis to conduct an online exam during the COVID-19

pandemic. The exam consisted of 11 quiz exercises and three text exercises. Auto-

matic assessment suggestions based on Athena were enabled for one textual exam

exercise: IT-Attacks. This exercise tests the lower-level cognitive skills and asks

students to recall typical IT attack schemas.
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5 Toward the Automatic Assessment of

Text Exercises1

Publication [BB19] has been published as a peer-reviewed workshop paper:

Authors: Jan Philip Bernius and Bernd Bruegge

Conference: 2ndWorkshop on Innovative Software Engineering Education

(ISEE ’19)

Location: Stuttgart, Germany

Pages: 19–22

Year: 2019

Review: Peer Reviewed (4 Reviewers)

Acc. Rate: 67%

Summary The paper describes the concept for a hybrid assessment system to

provide timely responses to students’ homework solutions.

The system starts without any knowledge and trains its assessment model from

manual assessments on the fly. It uses sentence-based grading where one piece

of feedback is valid for multiple sentences from different submissions and may be

shared across students.

The paper is based on the hypothesis that automated assessment can provide

feedback identical to human instructors. It introduces a concept for automati-

cally assessing text exercises using machine learning techniques. Also, it describes

the plans to use this concept in a case study with 1900 students to validate the

approach’s applicability.

1This publication is embedded to provide context and to highlight the iterative research
process. Publication [BB19] is not part of the evaluation of the dissertation.
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Contributions J.P. B. developed the approach, conceptualized and formalized

the scenario and workflow, outlined a potential evaluation, conducted the literature

review, and wrote and visualized the paper. B. B. provided feedback and helped

improving the manuscript.
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Abstract—Exercises are an essential part of learning. Manual
assessment of exercises requires efforts from instructors and
can also lead to quality problems and inconsistencies between
assessments. Especially with growing student populations, this
also leads to delayed grading, and it is more and more difficult
to provide individual feedback.

The goal is to provide timely responses to homework sub-
missions in large classes. By reducing the required efforts for
assessments, instructors can invest more time in supporting
students and providing individual feedback.

This paper argues that automated assessment provides more
individual feedback for students, combined with quicker feedback
and grading cycles. We introduce a concept for automatic
assessment of text exercises using machine learning techniques.
Also, we describe our plans to use this concept in a case study
with 1900 students.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM

Instructors face a large population of students in their
courses. Students require feedback on their exercises to reflect
on their progress [1]. The concepts of interactive learning
[2, 3] helps to increase the interaction between instructors
and students but also increases the workload for instructors.
Software engineering students need to learn constructive and
creative capabilities. It is important for the instructor to facil-
itate the problem-solving learning process. Concrete problem-
solving strategies are taught in paradigms, accepted by the
profession [4]. Each paradigm provides a set of problem-
solving exercises. These are usual textual exercises that involve
the application of problem-solving techniques.

Exercises are a proven method to train higher cognitive
skills including the acquisition of domain-specific knowledge,
analysis and design methods and the evaluation of the results.
Trivial exercises, such as multiple-choice quizzes, do not
stimulate higher cognitive skills and do not reflect engineers
daily work [1].

Exercises help students to learn, understand and apply a
paradigm. A student needs feedback to reflect and improve on
their solution to the exercise. Text exercise assessment causes
time-intensive efforts with instructors, preventing them from
spending time on improving their lectures, having discussions
with their students or update exercises to incorporate technol-
ogy evolution.

Increasing student populations make it harder to keep as-
sessments fair and at equal quality. Students do not benefit
from quantitative feedback alone [5]. Qualitative feedback
helps students to improve.Splitting assessment efforts with

multiple instructors can lead to inconsistencies. Providing
timely or instant feedback in a large class is hard [6]. Waiting
for feedback delays the students learning progress and hinders
interactive learning. We strive toward a system to provide
automated text assessments based on instructor feedback de-
creasing student feedback waiting times.

This paper is structured as follows: Section I introduces the
domain and outlines the problems with the current correction
process for text exercise. Our vision is described in Section II
in the form of a visionary scenario. Section III describes
the assessment workflow of a possible implementation and
VIRTUAL ONE-TO-ONE, a machine learning based mecha-
nism for providing individualized feedback for students in
large classes. Section V discusses applicability and limitations
of the system. We present related work in Section VI. Sec-
tion IV proposes our evaluation approach, and Section VII
concludes the paper.

II. VISIONARY SCENARIO

The following scenario describes how we envision to im-
prove the assessment of text exercises:

Anna and Tom are students participating in a software
engineering course. During a lecture, the instructor starts
an in-class text exercise to be completed in the assessment
system. Anna and Tom both submit a solution to the system.
The instructor starts manually assessing a set of submissions
selected by the system. The system asks the instructor to assess
Annas solution. The instructor provides a score and a comment
explaining his assessment. After receiving the assessment,
the system decides to assess Toms solution automatically
based on the assessments provided previously. Anna and Tom
get individual feedback for their solution to reflect on their
learning progress.

Tom is not satisfied with his submission after receiving
his feedback. He decides to improve his work and resubmits
a refined version of his solution. The system automatically
assesses Toms resubmission and provides a new assessment.
Tom is now satisfied with his assessment and fished the
exercise.

III. ASSESSMENT WORKFLOW

In a first prototypical implementation, we extend the
ArTEMiS system, already capable of assessing programming
and modelling exercises automatically [1, 7], by adding semi-
automated text assessment. A student submits his solution for
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Fig. 1. Automatic assessment workflow, considering manual and automatic assessment.

a text exercise to the ArTEMiS system. The activity diagram in
Fig. 1 depicts the assessment workflow. The system supports
two means of assessment: Manual assessment provided by the
instructor (Section III-A) and automatic assessment generated
by the system based on an assessment model (Section III-B).
ArTEMiS decides which assessment method is required for
each submission based on the quality of the assessment model.
Both means of assessment provide a set of Feedback Items.

The assessment of the submission is a composition of all
feedback items. The final score is the sum of all feedback
scores (see Fig. 2). Student review the assessment of their
submission. If they are not satisfied, they can submit a re-
fined solution for assessment, enabling continuous interactive
learning [1] with text exercises.

A. Manual Assessment

ArTEMiS selects text exercise submissions for manual as-
sessment by instructors if the assessment model does not allow
for a confident assessment. Instructors are used to grading
exercises using a set of rubrics. A rubric defines a set of traits
of the students’ submission, which are evaluated based on a
scale [9]. Rubrics can exist in different levels of detail, such
as only listing aspects of the assignment or defining different
scoring levels. If instructors do not define a rubric beforehand
explicitly, they build a rubric in their mind while assessing.

Instructors break down a submission into blocks and match
each block with a rubric. As illustrated in Fig. 3, instructors
define text blocks themselves as a phrase, sentence or para-
graph by selecting a piece of text as they see fit. They assess
each block quantitatively and qualitatively using a score and
a feedback comment (see Feedback in Fig. 2).

B. Automatic Assessment

ArTEMiS assesses submissions automatically, if the quality
of the assessment model allows for a confident assessment.
The assessment model is trained based on the manual assess-
ments of text blocks provided by instructors. Fig. 4 depicts
the automatic assessment process. For automatic assessment,

submissions need to be broken down to text blocks automati-
cally, first. Second, a vector representation of the text blocks
is calculated as an input value for further computations. Third,
the assessment needs to be generated for each text block.

A first, simple approach is using sentences as text blocks.
We split submissions into sentences using delimiter characters
( . : ? ! ) or line breaks. In a later stage, we plan on applying
techniques such as topic modelling for text block calculation
if the simple approach does not provide sufficient results. All
text blocks need feedback to complete an assessment.

ArTEMiS calculates a vector representation for each
text block. Therefore, blocks are translated into a multi-
dimensional vector space, following the word2vec algorithm

✱
Text Exercise

problemStatement

sampleSolution

participate() 0..1

Submission

solution

submit()

TextBlock

phrase

0..1

Feedback

score

comment

Manual
Feedback
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Assessment
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Student

Instructor Automatic
Feedback

confidence
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Fig. 2. The relevant entities in the system are depicted in a class diagram.
A student creates a submission for a text exercise. An assessment is a
composition of multiple feedback items referencing text blocks. A feedback
item can be a manual or automatic feedback item. An instructor provides
manual feedback. Automatic feedback items are a proxy [8] for manual
feedback items. A similarity cluster aggregates the vector representations of
text blocks. The assessment model consists of many similarity clusters.
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[10, 11] and its doc2vec extension for sentences and para-
graphs [12]. The algorithm can employ different strategies to
calculate one-hot word vectors.

Using the resulting vector representation, we use cluster
analysis to detect clusters of submission blocks [13] from
all submissions of the same exercise. These clusters list the
different statements submitted by all students as a part of their
solutions.

Our primary assumption is that a single feedback item can
be valid for text blocks from multiple submissions. Feedback
for text blocks within the same similarity cluster can be applied
to other nodes within the same cluster. This allows the system
to provide VIRTUAL ONE-TO-ONE feedback: Real instructor
feedback is applied to equivalent text blocks in a new submis-
sion automatically. ArTEMiS chooses a previously assessed
text block located closely in the same similarity cluster, the
nearest neighbour. The instructor feedback is selected for the
new submission and ArTEMiS creates an automatic feedback
item, a proxy for the manual feedback item (see Fig. 2).

If a cluster does not contain a manual feedback item, the
system decides that an automatic assessment is not possible
and requests a manual assessment from the instructor.

IV. EVALUATION APPROACH

We plan to conduct a case study to evaluate the automated
assessment quality in the Introduction to Software Engineering
(EIST) lecture taught at the Technical University of Munich
to 1900 students. Students in the course complete weekly
homework exercises. We will use the system for text exercise
submissions and assessments in two stages.

As the first stage, we conduct a shadow test using our proto-
typical implementation. The learners submit their solution to a
text question using our system. Instructors establish a truth set
by assessing all submissions manually. Automatic assessment
is not used during this stage. The truth set will be used for
quantitative evaluation of the automatic assessment accuracy

by comparing automatic assessments with the corresponding
manual assessment.

Hypophysis 1: Automatic assessments of text exercises
following the presented concept produce results identical to
manual assessments with an accuracy greater than 85%.

In a qualitative study, we will interview the instructors to
analyze the block-based assessment concept (Sec. III-A), and
its applicability to grading and providing feedback.

Hypophysis 2: The assessment concept allows capturing
all feedback necessary for assessment of text exercises. No
information is lost compared to traditional assessment.

In the second stage, we will conduct a second study in a later
EIST lecture to evaluate the complete automatic assessment
workflow. We will evaluate how many manual assessments
are needed to generate accurate assessments and the effects
on assessment time.

Hypophysis 3: Employing automatic assessment can save
more than 50% in total required assessment time for all sub-
missions. The assessment time per submission will increase
compared to paper-based assessments.

A qualitative study with student interviews assesses the
usefulness of automated feedback for them. Further, we want
to understand students feeling toward automatic feedback.

V. DISCUSSION

We discuss applicability, limitations and implications of
automatic text assessment. Feedback generated following the
concepts introduced in this paper can only be as good as
the feedback provided by the instructor. The system supports
the assessment process by automating the repetitive process
involved in assessing text submissions.

Grading based on automatic assessment leads to ethical
problems. It is unclear whether non-native language or special
figures of speech could lead to decreased scores. Applications
in grading should be preceded by an extensive evaluation of
assessment quality. While applications in grading are out-of-
scope for this paper, we propose application in a two-phase
grading process only. We intend to apply the system as a
learning-support system. The generated feedback should help
students during their learning progress and should not be used
during a grading process.

The applicability of the described systems depends on the
variety of possible solutions. Exercises with a variable answer
space require more knowledge for assessment, increasing
the complexity. The system focuses on assessing exercises
from the lower spectrum of the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy:
Remember, Understand, Apply and Analyze [14]. Exercises
of the given categories provide a lower variability of possible
solutions and therefore limit the number of similarity clusters.
Exercises from the categories Evaluate and Create are out of
scope for this paper.

The design of the system allows for a hybrid assessment ap-
proach. A future system could combine manual and automatic
feedback to further reduce the efforts for instructors. This
could be especially useful if a certain aspect of the solution
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has a larger variability. A possible example is an exercise
asking for two definitions and a comparison of the terms.
The variability for the definitions is small, but the variability
for the comparison part is larger. A hybrid approach allows
instructors to focus the manual assessment on the comparison
part, as soon as the definitions can be assessed confidently.

VI. RELATED WORK

Kiefer and Pado suggest a system to simplify the grading
process presenting responses to instructors in a sorted manner
[15]. Submissions are sorted by similarity with a defined
sample solution. Terms used in both the sample solution and
the submission are highlighted. The tool supports instructors
during the grading process but does not automatically as-
sess submissions. The only criterion is the sample solution.
Instructor assessments are not considered for the following
submissions.

Wolska et al. and Basu et al. suggest a grading process
where instructors grade submissions sorted by clusters of sim-
ilar submissions for exercises in the domains of German as a
foreign language [16] and the United States Citizenship Exam
[17]. They propose clusters of entire submissions, compared
to the text block based clustering approach presented in this
paper. Basu et al. introduce grading of an entire cluster of
submissions as a single action [17].

Gradescope Inc. offers its tool Gradescope, a commercial
solution for grading assistance and ”AI-assisted Grading”.
Their core product offers a rubric based grading system,
allowing instructors to define a set of scores with feedback
comments per exercise. Instructors manually select rubrics for
each submission. Changes to the scores and comments in a
rubric are applied to previously assessed submissions. The
”AI-assisted Grading” feature creates groups of submissions
(compare with similarity clusters), allowing the instructor to
select rubrics for the entire group of submissions, similar to the
approach of Basu et al. [17]. The automatic creation of groups
is limited to multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blank exercises. It
does not offer an automatic grouping of text questions.

These works focus on traditional exam assessment. The
primary objective is an accelerated grading process, rather
than providing feedback through comments. The focus of our
approach is primarily providing more qualitative feedback to
students on homework and in-class assignments.

VII. CONCLUSION

Assessments of text exercises require time-intensive efforts
from instructors today. We argue that an automated process
to generate VIRTUAL ONE-TO-ONE feedback can reduce
assessment efforts for instructors and increase the amount
of feedback for students. The system should use machine
learning techniques to detect text blocks of the same meaning
in submissions and automatically link real instructor feedback
to equivalent blocks.
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Open-ended Questions
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Summary It proposes a support system for grading textual exercises using an

automatic segment-based assessment concept. The system provides suggestions

for instructors by reusing feedback from previous submissions.

This paper presents the design and a prototypical implementation of an algo-

rithm for segment-based grading. Delimiting by punctuation marks is not a viable

solution to derive segments due to students’ inconsistent use of punctuation. In-

stead, it uses topic modeling to decompose the student solutions into smaller units.

The algorithm captures the meaning of segments in keywords and applies a divide-

and-conquer strategy to combine atomic text segments between topic shifts. The
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system produces small units for assessment, generating reusable and structured

feedback templates for instructors.

The algorithm was evaluated qualitatively by comparing automatically pro-

duced segments with manually produced segments created by humans. The results

demonstrate that the system can produce topically coherent segments that can be

used in the assessment process.

Contributions J.P. B. initiated the idea of segmenting student answers using

topic modeling techniques. A. K. conducted the literature review. A. K. and J.P.

B. conceptualized and modeled the algorithm. A. K. implemented the system.

J.P. B. predominantly wrote the article with the support of A. K. J.P. B. visu-

alized the paper. B. B. provided feedback and helped improving the manuscript.

S. K. and B. B. reviewed the paper.

Conference paper The author’s version of the conference paper is reprinted in

this dissertation. The final version of record is available at:

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3396802.3396805
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ABSTRACT
Growing student numbers at universities worldwide pose new chal-
lenges for instructors. Providing feedback to textual exercises is
a challenge in large courses while being important for student’s
learning success. Exercise submissions and their grading are a pri-
mary and individual communication channel between instructors
and students. The pure amount of submissions makes it impossible
for a single instructor to provide regular feedback to large student
bodies. Employing tutors in the process introduces new challenges.
Feedback should be consistent and fair for all students. Addition-
ally, interactive teaching models strive for real-time feedback and
multiple submissions.

We propose a support system for grading textual exercises us-
ing an automatic segment-based assessment concept. The system
aims at providing suggestions to instructors by reusing previous
comments as well as scores. The goal is to reduce the workload for
instructors, while at the same time creating timely and consistent
feedback to the students. We present the design and a prototypical
implementation of an algorithm using topic modeling for segment-
ing the submissions into smaller blocks. Thereby, the system derives
smaller units for assessment and allowing the creation of reusable
and structured feedback.

We have evaluated the algorithm qualitatively by comparing au-
tomatically produced segments with manually produced segments
created by humans. The results show that the system can produce
topically coherent segments. The segmentation algorithm based on
topic modeling is superior to approaches purely based on syntax
and punctuation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past, there has been a growing number of students enrolled at
universities worldwide1. Large courses have thousands of students
participating, especially when using virtual classrooms. Figure 1
shows a typical mixed classroom setup for 1.700 software engi-
neering students used in the summer semester 2019 at Technical
University of Munich (TUM).

In introductory computer science and software engineering
courses, classroom sizes with up to 1.700 students are no longer an
exception, with growth by factor five in the last ten years. The free
Stanford Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) "Intro to Artificial
Intelligence,"2 started in 2011, quickly reaching 160,000 students
[42]. Large lectures pose a problem for instructors when grading
textual exercises. This is partially solved in MOOCs by peer reviews
[19]. The main problem is the asynchronous assessment, which
usually requires a week, or even longer. A major disadvantage of
MOOCs is the delay between giving the exercise and grading. To
reduce this delay, we teach interactive lectures where we include
exercises live during the lectures, grade them immediately, and
provide quick feedback to students [24]. This increases student
comprehension and deepens understanding [19, 24], "significantly
by up to 87 %" in the domain of modeling [25].

Technology to foster interaction and discussion within large
lectures does exist [19, 29], as well as a scalable exercise system for
programming and modeling exercises with automatic assessments
1United Nations, "UN Global Assessment on Higher Education Reveals Broad
Socio-Economic, Gender Disparities," https://news.un.org/en/story/2017/04/555642-
un-global-assessment-higher-education-reveals-broad-socio-economic-gender, 2017.
2Peter Norvig and Sebastian Thrun, "Intro to Artificial Intelligence," https://www.
udacity.com/course/intro-to-artificial-intelligence--cs271, 2011.
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Figure 1: Mixed on-campus and virtual classroom setup em-
ployed in the summer semester 2019 at TUM for the "Intro-
duction to Software Engineering" course.

[22, 23]. Textual exercises are commonly used in the examination,
but no automatic assessment solution is available to instructors.

Conducting open answer questions requires time-consuming
activities from instructors, including designing exercises and man-
ual assessment, due to the high variability in student answers. To
reduce efforts, instructors tend to reuse exercises from previous
years. Grading is a repeatable process, instructors look for common
mistakes or predefined solution patterns. The students learning
success benefits from detailed and personalized feedback [37]. To
enable large scale courses, the need to reuse feedback comments
arises. Individual feedback can still rely on the domain expertise of
the teacher. A single instructor cannot provide regular individual
feedback due to large student bodies with more than 1.000 students.
Ofter, tutors are employed to distribute the workload. Multiple
graders require means to create consistent feedback for learners.
This holds especially if the assessments are relevant for the final
grade, e.g. as part of a grade bonus system.

This paper focuses on the segmentation of submissions into
topically coherent parts, to enable reuse of feedback. Section 2
describes foundations on assessment systems and Section 3 summa-
rizes related work on text segmentation. We present an algorithm
in Section 4 that learns the topics of the submissions and then
splits up the answers accordingly. The Evaluation in Section 5 ana-
lyzes the quality of the algorithm’s performance, in a study with 10
participants. Section 6 summarizes the paper and outlines future
work.

2 ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS
Assessment systems are a common tool used in universities. Soft-
ware systems available to instructors vary from simple submission
of work, over grade review, towards automated systems. We first
explore interactive learning, a teaching methodology that can be
supported by assessment systems. Second, we inspect Artemis as an
example of an assessment system geared towards automatic assess-
ment. Last, we look at an approach to apply automatic assessments
on textual exercises.

2.1 Interactive Learning
A traditional university approach based on real-time communica-
tion demands students to be present in the lecture hall to participate.
With growing numbers of enrollments in universities, the inter-
action in classes is getting more difficult as more staff is needed,
and new ways for communication in large audiences are required
[19]. One of the first approaches to incorporate technology into the
classroom was the introduction of clickers for answering questions
[29]. Mayer et al. describe a method for forcing interaction with the
help of "response systems". The proposed system allows students
to "click" an answer to a multiple-choice question. The instructor
can evaluate the answers and a discussion on the topic can follow.
Bonwell and Eison analyze the impact of in-class discussions and
questions during lectures and exercises [6]. They found out that
through constantly applying knowledge, students gain a deeper
understanding of the content. The interactive learning approach
combines theory, typically presented in lectures, with practical
exercises [23]. Reflections based on feedback help to comprehend
knowledge. In an iterative process, frequent feedback enables stu-
dents to resubmit and learn from their mistakes [24].

2.2 Artemis
Artemis3 is an automatic assessment management system devel-
oped at TUM [22]. It was built specifically to enable interactive
lectures, following the idea of interactive learning. The aim of this
system was primarily to allow students that are enrolled in soft-
ware engineering classes to participate in interactive programming
exercises. The system provides quick automatic feedback, thereby
helping the students to acquire knowledge better and, as a result,
achieve better grades in the final exam [24, 25]. During the past
years, the system constantly evolved and is now also used at other
educational institutions and in MOOCs. Programming exercises
can be submitted and assessed with the help of unit tests. Addi-
tionally, modeling exercises are supported by a UML editor and
a semi-automatized assessment component. The system provides
full support of multiple-choice quizzes, including creating, con-
ducting, and correcting them. For a deeper understanding of a
lecture’s theoretical basis, open-ended questions are more suitable
than multiple-choice questions [13]. Artemis allows us to conduct
textual exercises and submit answers, but instructors need to grade
student answers manually. This is a time-consuming process that
can lead to longer feedback loops, which decrease the students’
motivation. With a growing number of students, the number of
assessments increases, too. This results in bigger workloads for in-
structors and usually requires hiring more people. In this case, the
consistency of the assessment may decrease. While there is usually
only one sample solution, an unbound variety of students’ answers
exists. In mathematical problems or multiple-choice questions, the
correct solution is mostly unique, whereas, for open questions,
multiple interpretations are possible.

3"Artemis: Interactive Learning with Individual Feedback," https://github.com/
ls1intum/Artemis, 2020.
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Figure 2: Workflow of the automatic assessment system for textual exercises. The "Preprocessing Answers" activity (Figure 4)
includes the algorithm presented in this paper. UML activity diagram based on Bernius and Bruegge [2].

2.3 Automatic Assessment of Textual Exercises
Bernius and Bruegge describe a feedback concept built to produce
reusable and consistent feedback targeted for automatic assess-
ments of textual exercises [2]. Feedback is provided to topically
coherent text blocks, resulting in uniform and consistent feedback
across all assessments from multiple instructors. The concept aims
at reducing work for instructors and increasing consistency, reduc-
ing complaints from a peer-to-peer comparison between students.
In this approach, text blocks are manually highlightable by the
instructor, but this is not applicable to automated computations.
Splitting student answers based on delimiter characters4 is not a
reliable solution, because of missing punctuation, abbreviations, the
use of bullet point answers, or long sentences. Also, a single feed-
back item is sometimes more suitable for a whole paragraph or a
single clause or bullet point, which is not covered by the syntactical
separator approach and requires manual adjustments.

Based on this concept, we developed a system to reuse instructor
feedback across students by analyzing the similarity of text blocks
[2]. The system simplifies the grading process by providing grad-
ing suggestions to instructors. Feedback suggestions are based on
similarity between answers, allowing the training of an assessment
model used to automatically assess answers as depicted in Figure 2.
Training and using this system relies on topically coherent text
blocks so that feedback is well scoped and can be shared between
many submissions.

3 TEXT SEGMENTATION
Text segmentation is considered to be one of the tasks of Natural
Language Processing (NLP). The term is used differently in litera-
ture and is not clearly defined. For example, document processing to
extract typed or handwritten text by distinguishing it from graphics
and blank spaces is referred to as text segmentation [17]. In other
cases, text segmentation is the process of extracting text from video
in order to index the recordings in a database [26]. Pak and Teh
conducted an analysis of literature on text segmentation published

4Delimiter characters such as . : ; ? !

between 2007 and 2017 [34] and categorize different approaches
found in literature as depicted in Figure 3. The authors additionally
categorize the papers according to used documents, language, and
the goal of applying text segmentation. They identify the following
application domains for text segmentation: "emotion extraction,
sentiment mining, opinion mining, topic identification, language
detection and information retrieval" [34].

Text segmentation

Linear Hierarchical UnsupervisedSupervised

Segmentation result

Line OtherWord Text blockCharacter Topic

Hierarchy Supervision

Sentence

Figure 3: Taxonomy for text segmentation adapted fromPak
and Teh [34]. Text segmentation types relevant for this pa-
per are highlighted in blue color.

Information retrieval has many different applications, for ex-
ample, reducing large documents to relevant fragments based on
desired subtopics. The different desired results of text segmenta-
tion, the segment, is another interesting aspect Pak and Teh point
out. According to their analysis, a word is considered a segment
most often in literature, slightly less frequent are characters, topics,
sentences, lines. In other cases, phrases, paragraphs, or tags can be
used. We define the term "text block" in this paper as either clause,
bullet point, sentence, or paragraph.

Text segmentation can be additionally divided into linear, text
split into non-overlapping linear segments, and hierarchical, where
segments also have hierarchical relationships [9, 44]. The latter is
sometimes used for discourse retrieval. Along with most literature
on text segmentation, we only focus on linear text segmentation.

There also exists a differentiation based on the supervision of the
algorithm. Unsupervised approaches do not require any external
information to be trained, whereas supervised algorithms learn
from big datasets, such as Wikipedia, for example [21].
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3.1 Topic Modeling
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was introduced by Blei et al. in
2003 [5]. LDA is used by many authors [7, 9, 32, 33] and proven to
be suitable when training data is from the same domain as test data
[32].

TopicTiling is an extension of Hearst’s TextTiling algorithm that
uses LDA to assign topic IDs to text blocks [15, 41]. Each block is
represented by a T-dimensional vector, where T is the number of
topics in the dataset. A coherence score is then calculated between
neighboring blocks inside of a ”window” with cosine similarity.
Depth scores of the smallest coherence scores are then calculated
depending on the highest coherence score to the left and the right.
The highest depth scores indicate sub-topic boundaries.

Chen et al. use LDA and a K-nearest neighbor algorithm to clas-
sify short texts which gives evidence that LDA can also be applied
to text consisting of only several words [7].

Tu et al. use LDA and word-embeddings to segment educational
texts for online learning with a domain-independent algorithm [43].
They train their model on a small dataset and state that LDA can
be used with a comparatively small number of topics. They also
compare different similarity measures, such as cosine similarity,
depth score, spectrum. They additionally analyze the impact of
different values of input parameters of LDA. A similar analysis is
done by Riedl and Biemann [40].

3.2 Keyword Extraction
Ramos uses Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
to determine whether of a word is significant to a user’s query when
searching documents [38]. Intuitively, a word’s frequency is linked
to its importance. TF-IDF proposes that not only the absolute fre-
quency is relevant, but also the number of occurrences in different
documents. If a word occurs often across many documents, it is
most probably not significant. In the previous section, the concept
of stop words, which deals with the same problem, is described. The
application of TF-IDF is rather straightforward: every document is
run through and the two relevant frequencies are computed. The
significance of a word is proportional to the frequency inside of the
document but decreases if the word is found across different texts.

Another way to extract keywords is by using a thesaurus [30].
This can be especially helpful when there is only one document,
thus, the TF-IDF approach is not suitable. A thesaurus also pro-
vides external knowledge which, on one hand, allows extracting
keywords without any training but, on the other hand, requires
additional maintenance and fails if there is no match available.

An ontology, a relational representation between concepts, can
also be used to extract topics from text [11]. Embley et al. take
unstructured documents and application ontology as input. Then
they use a "keyword recognizer" to spot keywords with the help of
regular expressions, afterward, restructuring the extracted infor-
mation with the help of the ontology. They use this approach, for
example, to extract information from car advertisements. This can
be a suitable solution if the domain is known, keeping in mind that
creating an ontology requires time. However, it is not applicable if
the algorithm is to be applied to many different domains, and the
main concepts are not known in advance.

Matsuo and Ishizuka propose another method for keyword ex-
traction that bases on the 𝜒2-measure [28]. They first count co-
occurrences of words and word sequences. "If a term appears fre-
quently with a particular subset of terms, the term is likely to
have an important meaning" [28]. Then a co-occurrence matrix is
calculated. To improve the 𝜒2-computation "variety of sentence
length and robustness of the 𝜒2-value" are considered. To improve
the quality of the 𝜒2-measure two types of clustering are applied.
Similarity-based clustering gathers words with similar roles in a
sentence, pairwise clustering picks words from the same domain.
The words with the largest 𝜒2-value are given as the result.

Most of the previous approaches only focus on the frequencies
but cannot detect synonyms, even different forms of a verb can
decrease the quality of the algorithms. Hulth adjusts the previ-
ous approaches by introducing syntactical information, such as
part-of-speech (PoS) tagging, and data preprocessing, for exam-
ple, stemming, stop words removal [16]. They introduce a pattern
approach: based on the training set, there is evidence that most
keywords have nouns and follow a particular pattern, for example,
"adjective noun" uncountable or in the singular [16]. To calculate
the relevance of a phrase four features are used: frequency within a
single document, frequency in the whole set of documents, the po-
sition where the term appears first in a document, and the PoS-tag.
The machine learning model is then based on a set of inductive rules
that are derived with the help of "recursive partitioning (or divide-
and-conquer), which has as the goal to maximize the separation
between the classes for each rule" [16].

3.3 Dataset
Most authors use labeled and segmented, often artificially gener-
ated datasets, such as Choi’s labeled dataset for evaluating their
algorithms [8]. Often news articles or news broadcast transcripts
are used as there are clear topic boundaries that can be then com-
pared [1, 7, 20, 35, 45]. The evaluation algorithm is often based on
the approach by Beeferman et al. [1, 12, 39].

In this paper, as part of a text grading application for a university
environment, we focus on data collected from the lecture "Patterns
in Software Engineering" (PSE) at TUM in 2018/19. The dataset
consists of two exercises with 121 and 124 student submissions.
The exercises were conducted in-class and were announced as a
mock exam.

4 SEGMENTING STUDENT ANSWERS
Based on the literature, several existing approaches were applied to
the proposed problem. For testing the approaches we used a set of
students’ answers from our dataset. The exercise on the difference
between patterns and anti-patterns received answers with an aver-
age length of 3.6 sentences. Tested approaches were, TopicTiling
[41] and Bayes-seg developed by Eisenstein and Barzilay [10]. The
first is based on topic modeling with LDA. The latter uses Bayesian
probabilities and entropy to segment the texts. However, these
algorithms could deliver no or only poor results on our dataset,
most probably because of the short length and specific vocabulary
distribution, which they are not fitted for.

We abstracted the topic modeling approach and preserve the
idea that every answer is a collection of topics, and many topics
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Figure 4: A detailed view into the "Preprocess Answers" activity (Figure 2) performed by the assessment system before the
grading, depicted using a UML activity diagram.

are distributed among different answers [5]. However, instead of
calculating a topic model, we claim that a topic can be reduced to a
keyword. This way, the scarcity of the words in the answers can
be compensated for. Another strategy adapted from other works is
the "vocabulary introduction" [15]. As soon as new keywords are
introduced, a new segment begins. The presented approach differs
from thesaurus or ontology in a way that we do not know what
the keywords are going to be, and they are calculated for every
problem separately.

In the assessment system, the algorithm is one step in a prepro-
cessing phase, depicted in Figure 4. Answers are segmented into
text blocks before language embeddings and clusters are computed.

The algorithm can be separated into three phases: Text Prepro-
cessing, Keyword Extraction, and Segmentation. Figure 5 depicts
the algorithm’s flow of events, which is described in detail in the
following sections.

4.1 Text Preprocessing
Most algorithms for NLP are applied to preprocessed text-data. In
the assessment context, data is of rather low quality and cannot be
preprocessed manually. The available data contains lots of typing
mistakes, poor formatting, missing punctuation, and misspelled
words. Student submissions must not be modified, formatting be-
ing the only exception. Applying existing algorithms to our data
showed that bullet points, wrong punctuation, such as using new-
lines instead of points, can quickly reduce the quality of the out-
come. Hence, we try to cover the most common irregularities and
transform them into a format suitable for further calculations.

4.1.1 Stop Words. Removing stop words from text is a very com-
mon way to clean textual data for NLP [15, 16, 41]. We use the set
of stop words provided as part of the Natural Language Toolkit for
Python (NLTK) [4]. The English collection consists of 179 words,
like "I", "the", "what", "did", that do not contain much lexical con-
tent and can, therefore, be removed from the corpus. Although
this implementation only supports students’ submissions written
in English, the German set of 232 words is also included because
occasionally students hand in answers in the German language.
This cannot provide full support of submissions in German but can
reduce their negative effect on further processing.

4.1.2 Lemmatization. Lemmatization is the process of reducing
a word to its meaningful root. Keeping in mind, that we want to
extract keywords from a text and that the stop words are already
removed, we now have a set of words where the most significant
terms need to be found. Naturally, we use different forms of a word:
either the plural or the singular, different tenses for verbs, degrees of
comparison for adjectives, etc. Without preprocessing, the system
would consider the words "view" and "views" as two different ones.
With the help of WordNet, which is provided as part of the NLTK,
the algorithm reduces the second word to "view" [4, 31].

The result of the text preprocessing is thereby a set of lemmatized
lower-case words without any punctuation or stop words.

4.2 Keyword Extraction
The chosen approach for segmenting the students’ answers into
text blocks is partially based on keyword extraction. We generalize
the idea of topic modeling that claims that every document is a dis-
tribution over topics, and every topic is distributed over words. We
claim that every student’s submission is a collection of topics, and
statements, that are common among different answers. However,
we do not calculate a topic model. As already described, existing
approaches based on topic modeling are not suitable for our kind of
data because of rather short answers (3.6 sentences long on average)
and very different vocabulary used among different submissions.
That is why we reduce a topic to a keyword, thereby, compensating
for the data scarcity.

For keyword calculation, we adopt an approach based on word
frequency5. We tested the frequently used TF-IDF approach [38],
which proved to be inefficient in our case. The reason for it is the
specific character of the data. The TF-IDF method assumes that
words, frequent among different documents, are not significant for
keyword extraction, as they are too common. In the considered
context, the important words, definitions, for example, are present
in most of the answers. Another examined approach was an exten-
sion of the word frequency measure [16, 39]. Instead of searching
for significant words, they consider n-grams. This method did not
suit the data either. We tested the algorithm with bi- and tri-grams,
the resulting segmentation was worse than with single words. The
resulting keywords are the 10 most frequently used words in the
texts. The number was chosen empirically based on our data. Dy-
namically determining the optimal number of keywords could be
researched in the future to improve the algorithm.

4.3 Segmentation
The segmentation of the texts is split up into two steps. First, the
answers are split up into initial text blocks. Then, adjacent text
blocks are considered and merged if there are no new keywords
introduced. The result of this is a set of segments for each answer
that can be used by the rest of the system.

4.3.1 Sentence Tokenization. For identifying sentences we use a
pre-trained model of "punkt tokenizer" from the NLTK [4, 18]. How-
ever, it cannot handle bulleted lists, that is why we need to addition-
ally split the text on new lines. We also want to work with clauses
if a sentence is long. We decided not to use any algorithm for that
but search for conjunctions. We use subordinating conjunctions
and assume that they indicate a new clause. This approach is not

5Sowmya Vivek, "Automated Keyword Extraction from Articles using NLP",
https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/automated-keyword-extraction-from-
articles-using-nlp-bfd864f41b34, 2018.
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Figure 5: The segmentation algorithms flow of events depicted using a UML activity diagram based on Bernius et al. [3].

complete and cannot be considered proper clause identification,
however, for this use case, we assume, it is enough. To minimize
false positives when identifying clauses, we only consider sentences
that are longer than 20 words.

4.3.2 Finding Segments. Before searching for keywords in the text
blocks, we use a stemmer from the NLTK [4], called PorterStemmer
[36]. Similarly to lemmatization, stemming is applied to avoid dif-
ferent forms of a word in a text. The latter, however, reduces a term
to a part, that in some cases may not be a correct word. An example
of this is "similarit", as the result of stemming the word "similarity".
Hence, it can be very helpful when searching for words, as you can
then find both "similarities" and "similarity".

For the definition of segments, we use the lexical cohesion ap-
proach and the vocabulary introduction method [14, 15]. The algo-
rithm iterates over all text blocks defined in a submission. We use
the original texts at this stage, not the preprocessed versions. In
every segment, stemmed keywords are sought. If two adjacent seg-
ments have the same keywords or the second text block has none,
they are merged into one block and the algorithm proceeds. As
soon as new keywords are introduced, the algorithm puts a segment
boundary before the current text block. This way the whole process
can be defined as a "divide & conquer" approach, because we first
divide the answer into initial text blocks, as small as possible, and
then merge them according to the defined boundaries.

5 EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the segmentation quality of the algorithm, we
conducted a qualitative study with 10 participants. We compare
the segmentation of the new algorithm with the existing approach
and the segmentation generated by the participants. We present
anecdotal evidence on the performance of the new algorithm.

5.1 Design
The evaluation is designed as a 15-minute interview. Participants
first get an introduction to semi-automatic text assessment, the
assessment concept [2] and segmentation. However, for reasons of
internal validity, no details of the segmentation algorithm or fur-
ther processing are given. The questionnaire consists of two parts:
segmentation tasks and questions about the subjective impressions
of the approach.

The first part requires five segmentation tasks. Participants are
given five student submissions from our dataset and asked to find

and mark topic shifts. The same task is performed by two systems,
one based on the syntactical separator approach and a second one
based on our topic modeling algorithm.

Each participant performs the task of finding and marking topic
shifts, as the system would do. These results are then quantitatively
analyzed and compared to the segmentation results of the existing
solution and the proposed algorithm. The performance measure
consists of the two criteria recall and precision [1]:

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

number of estimated topic shifts that are actual topic shifts
number of true topic shifts

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

number of estimated topic shifts that are actual topic shifts
number of estimated topic shifts

The submissions are taken from the PSE dataset and are of var-
ious format that is common among students’ answers. There are
bulleted and numbered lists, as well as text mixed with bulleted
lists, also two submissions that consist of multiple sentences and
paragraphs are included. The submissions are taken with original
grammar and punctuation.

The third part addresses the impressions of the surveyed. They
are asked to state their personal opinion on the approach and give
their judgment whether this solution can improve the instructors’
and students’ experience with textual exercises. The possible an-
swers are on a five-point scale based on Likert [27].

The study was conducted with ten students from the Department
of Informatics at TUM, who previously passed software engineer-
ing courses from our chair four of which have previous experience
working as a tutor. These students have reasonable domain knowl-
edge to determine segments. Also, they are potential tutors for
future editions of the courses.

5.2 Objectives
We define the following hypotheses for the evaluation:

H1 The designed segmentation algorithm performs better than
the syntactical separator approach measured using the per-
formance criterion recall and precision.

H2 Students understand the approach and find it intuitive.
H3 Students consider the approach an improvement of their un-

derstanding of feedback and the comprehension of a lecture’s
content.
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H4 The segmentation algorithm produces the same segmenta-
tion as humans.

5.3 Results
Based on the computed segmentations depicted in Figure 6, we
conducted a performance evaluation using recall and precision. A
topic shift position was considered if more than 50% of the students
marked the position. Results in Table 1 show an increased recall
and precision values for the topic modeling based algorithm.

Table 1: Performance analysis of the new topic modeling
based algorithm and the previous approach based on syntac-
tical separators measured according to precision and recall
[1].

Submission Topic Modeling Syntactical Separators
Recall, % Precision, % Recall, % Precision, %

S1 100 100 100 50
S2 75 60 100 67
S3 75 100 50 50
S4 100 100 100 100
S5 67 100 30 100

Average 83.4 92 76 73.4

We analyze the number of detected topic shifts in Figure 7. We
compare the number of topic shifts found by the proposed algorithm
and the current solution to the number of topic shifts marked by the
participants. We also depict statistics for the most frequent topic
shifts, meaning positions that were present in six or more answer
sheets.

In the questionnaire, nine out of ten students agreed that the pre-
sented approach of segmenting answers is intuitive (see Figure 8),
supporting our hypothesis H2. Students also claimed that finding
topic shifts’ positions was not very easy which can probably be
linked to the unambiguity of the task. The results also depend on
the style of the assessment of a participant. Therefore, we com-
pared the average number and the number of the most frequent
segments, where one can see that these two numbers sometimes
vary. Especially, for submission S2, where the proposed system
failed to improve the result of the current system, the difference
between the two numbers is big. This can also be justified with the
fact, that some participants tended to mark more positions than
other students for most of the submissions. The data shows that
the topic modeling-based algorithm resembles human perception
better than the syntactical separation approach.

Since most of the students stated to value the assessment of tex-
tual exercises as helpful, there were downsides like general or short
feedback, as well as long correction periods. Participants agree
that the assessment process can be accelerated by applying our
approach. All of our participants considered structured feedback to
be an improvement for the students’ comprehension, eight partici-
pants agree strongly. The responses support the third hypothesis
(H3).

The topic modeling algorithm found 14 topic shifts in our sample
of five submissions. The participants derived 15 topic shifts. As
visible in Figure 6, 13 topic shifts (92%) are equally detected by the

S1

Differences: [S]
Antipatterns: [S]
-Have one problem [8] and two solutions [8] (one problematic  [8] and one 
refactored) [1-4, 7-10, S, T]
-Antipatterns are a sign of bad architecture [8] and bad coding  [1-10, S, T]
Pattern: [S]
-Have one problem and one solution [1-5, 7, 9, 10, S, T]
-Patterns are a sign of elaborated architecutre and coding

S2

The main difference between patterns and antipatterns is,  [8] that  [6, 7] 
patterns show you a good way to do something [8, 7] and antipatterns 
show a bad way to do something. [1, 2, 4-10, S] Nevertheless [7] patterns 
may become antipatterns in the course of changing understanding of how 
good software engineering looks like. [1, 2, 5-10, S, T] One example for 
that is functional decomposition, [5] which used to be a pattern and "good 
practice". [1, 2, 5, 8, S, T] Over the time it turned out that it is not a goog 
way to solve problems, so it became a antipattern. [1-10, S, T]

A pattern itsself is a proposed solution to a problem that occurs often and 
in different situations. [1-3, 5-10, S, T]
In contrast to that a antipattern shows commonly made mistakes when 
dealing with a certain problem. [2, 7-9, S, T] Nevertheless a refactored 
solution is aswell proposed.

S3

1.Patterns can evolve into Antipatterns when change occurs [1-8, 10, S, T]
2. [S] Pattern has one solution, [2, 5-8, 10, T] whereas anti pattern can 
have subtypes of solution  [1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, S, T]
3. [S] Antipattern has negative consequences [8] and symptom, [2, 6-8, 10] 
where as patterns looks only into benefits [8] and consequences

S5

Antipatterns are used when there are common mistakes in software 
management [5] and development to find these, [1-10, T] while patterns by 
themselves are used to build software systems [8] in the context of frequent 
change [8] by reducing complexity and isolating the change.  [1-10, S, T]
Another difference is that the antipatterns have problematic solution [5, 8] 
and then refactored solution, [2, 5, 6, 8-10] while patterns only have a 
solution.

S4

Patterns: A way to Model code in differents ways  [1-10, S, T]
Antipattern: A way of how Not to Model code

Figure 6: Submissions S1-S5 from our PSE data set. The sub-
missions were segmented by two algorithms, as well as ten
participants. The detected segment borders are marked in-
line with the text in square brackets: Topic Modeling Algo-
rithm [T], Syntactical Separator Approach [S], and Partici-
pants [1-10].
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�3Figure 7: Comparison of the number of detected topic shifts
by the current and proposed systems as well as the partici-
pants.

newly proposed algorithm and a majority of the participants. Only
two topic shifts are not detected by the algorithm (false negative),
and one topic shifts detected by the algorithm in S2 has no majority
with the participants (false positive). This analysis does support the
fourth hypothesis (H4).

5.4 Discussion
We could test the performance of the proposed system and compare
it to the current solution based on the topic shifts’ positions marked
by students. Two interesting details could be discovered.

First, submission S2 was the only case where the proposed solu-
tion performed slightly worse than the existing approach. We can
explain this with the character of this submission. The student sub-
mitted a rather long answer. It consists of seven sentences whereas
the average number in our dataset is 3.6. In general, submissions
with a lot of sentences where the same information is repeated
multiple times can become a challenge. The student also gives an
example of an anti-pattern. Answers with examples can become a
problem for the proposed solution since there is an unbound set
of examples that can be provided and thus it is difficult to judge if
the keyword approach suits this case. A solution to this could be
dynamically determining the number of keywords.

Second, when reviewing the students’ segmentation, there were
several answer sheets with significantly more topic shifts than
found in other responses. This is usually because the participant
saw an "and" in a sentence and decided that there are two different
objects or verbs, hence, two different statements. One such case was
the following part of an answer: "Antipatterns are used when there
are common mistakes in software management and development
to find these". Some participants put a boundary between the words
"management" and "and". However, this kind of segmentation can
lead to problems for further processing and assigning feedback to
the text blocks. Though this part of the sentence does have two
objects and they could, for example, be correct and incorrect or the
other way around, the two resulting text blocks are both incomplete.
The first text block misses the "find these" part, the second one —
the subject of the sentence. This proves that it is possible to get
text blocks that do not make any sense without context. A possible
solution could be augmenting the parts of the sentence with the

subject or the object from the other part. This, however, demands a
deeper analysis of the sentence structure.

During the evaluation, we could make some interesting obser-
vations. There are two different types of text blocks that could be
treated in another way. First, phrases that express the student’s
personal opinion about the question or the lecture, like "I do not
understand this" or "oh, that’s easy", do not need to be assessed. A
possibility could be to discover them and exclude them from the
corpus to improve the quality of the data for further processing.
Incomplete sentences and clauses can also be treated differently.
Compound sentences with several clauses often contain multiple
different statements. Currently, we do not want to split them up.
A sentence like "I like apples and bananas" does have two objects,
but a text block "and bananas" does not make any sense without
context, the subject and the verb in this case. So a possible solution
could be augmenting incomplete text blocks with the correspond-
ing missing context. This could be addressed by implementing PoS
tagging.

5.5 Threats to Validity
One of the problems of the evaluation is the small size of the pop-
ulation. The validity could be improved by either increasing the
population to include more tutors with different experience levels
or by choosing a more experienced population of instructors. In ad-
dition, selected submissions for the segmentation task are a threat
to external validity since they are from a single lecture. Third, sub-
missions are chosen according to the formatting of the answer, as
we allowed different answering formats such as bullet points or full
sentences. The study therefore only provides anecdotal evidence
on the performance of the assessment algorithm.

6 SUMMARY
In this paper, we have formalized a new algorithm based on topic
modeling and text segmentation to segment student answers into
topically coherent text blocks. A prototypical implementation has
been integrated as part of the open-source Athene project6 into the
automatic assessment management system Artemis. A performance
evaluation with ten students has shown that the new algorithm
performs better than an algorithm using syntactical separators such
as delimiters.

6.1 Conclusion
The presented algorithm is a small building block towards a semi-
automated assessment support system for textual exercises, as well
as the vision of fully automated assessments of textual exercises.
Producing coherent text blocks from student submissions improves
the experience for instructors, tutors, and students:

For instructors, a structured form of feedback makes it easier to
compare against grading criteria. The increasing degree of automa-
tion reduces the workload necessary to conduct textual exercises.

For tutors, the algorithm allows to automate the first step of the
grading process and removes some of the overhead related to the
segment-based assessment concept. Generated feedback sugges-
tions improve the value of each feedback element, as it can be easily
6"Athene: A library to support (semi-)automated assessment of textual exercises,"
https://github.com/ls1intum/Athene, 2020.
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I found the task intuitive.

I could easily find sensible boundaries.

The presented approach can make the assessment process faster for
tutors.

Structured feedback contributes more to a student's comprehension.

Strongly disagree Disagree Neither agree or disagree Agree Strongly agree

Figure 8: Participants response on their subjective impression of the approach ranked on a five-point scale based on Likert
[27]. (𝑛 = 10)

reused for multiple students, even by other tutors. Suggestions re-
duce the workload, as a partial assessment is already pre-filled. A
semi-automated system should encourage tutors to create extensive
and high-quality explanations.

For students, feedback will be more concise. A direct link be-
tween a segment of their submission and feedback helps students
to understand the feedback and their mistakes. They profit from
improvements for tutors, which we envision to lead to quicker and
more extensive feedback.

6.2 Future Work
The result of the algorithm’s application can be improved in two
areas: keywords and text blocks using statistical models, topic mod-
els, or decision trees. Additionally, a thesaurus could be used to
recognize synonyms.

The effect of the algorithm on the assessment system can be
evaluated in two aspects: The usability for tutors when grading
text blocks and the impact of the segmentation on the quality of
feedback suggestions.
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ABSTRACT
Open-ended textual exercises facilitate the comprehension of
problem-solving skills. Students can learn from their mistakes
when teachers provide individual feedback. However, courses
with hundreds of students cause a heavy workload for teachers:
providing individual feedback is mostly a manual, repetitive,
and time-consuming activity.

This paper presents CoFee, a machine learning approach de-
signed to suggest computer-aided feedback in open-ended
textual exercises. The approach uses topic modeling to split
student answers into text segments and language embeddings
to transform these segments. It then applies clustering to group
the text segments by similarity so that the same feedback can
be applied to all segments within the same cluster.

We implemented this approach in a reference implementa-
tion called Athene and integrated it into Artemis. We used
Athene to review 17 textual exercises in two large courses
at the Technical University of Munich with 2,300 registered
students and 53 teachers. On average, Athene suggested feed-
back for 26% of the submissions. Accordingly, 85% of these
suggestions were accepted by the teachers, 5% were extended
with a comment and then accepted, and 10% were changed.
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INTRODUCTION
The rise in student numbers in universities has led to an in-
crease in course management efforts, and made it challenging
to provide high-quality individual feedback to students [19].
Recent approaches, such as online platforms and live stream-
ing, allow teachers1 to cope and interact with a large amount
of students on an individual level, regardless of the respective
course size.

In particular, large university courses with hundreds of stu-
dents rely on teaching assistants to provide feedback on ex-
ercises, e.g., multiple-choice quizzes and textual exercises.
Multiple-choice quizzes are easy to assess, and tools are
broadly available in learning management systems (LMSs)
and for paper-based assessment. However, mastery of these
quizzes does not require problem-solving skills because they
typically target only lower cognitive skills, in particular, knowl-
edge recall and comprehension. Most quiz types include prede-
fined options and do not reflect work practices in industry. It is
difficult to create quizzes that stimulate higher cognitive skills,
such as problem-solving, which are important in computer
science [1, 32].

Open-ended textual exercises allow instructors to teach
problem-solving skills and allow students to improve their
knowledge. These exercises do not have a single correct solu-
tion, but rather allow answers within a particular solution space
which can be characterized by words and phrases. The search-
light theory of scientific knowledge [27] states that students
increase their knowledge through observations, especially ob-
servations that prove their assumptions wrong. Students profit
from having an individual feedback relationship with their
teachers [10]. Individual feedback and formative assessments
are essential elements in learning [11, 12]. Feedback on open-
ended exercises allows students to try out problem-solving and
to experience failure. Students need guidance in the form of
feedback in their learning activities to prevent misconceptions
[13].

1For this paper, we define teachers as both instructors and teaching
assistants (see Figure 1). Instructors are employees of the university
such as professors, lecturers, and doctoral candidates. Teaching
assistants are experienced students who have passed the same course
previously with a good grade and who are motivated to help in the
teaching process. Some universities also use the term “tutor” to refer
to a teaching assistant.
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Figure 1. Use case diagram of the Athene and Artemis system. Students
and teachers interact with the system. Teachers are instructors, employ-
ees of the university, or teaching assistants, who are previous students
hired to assist in teaching.

However, textual exercises lead to greater variability because
students need to formulate individual answers to problems.
This results in high manual effort when reviewing students’
answers. Assuring consistent feedback is difficult with a large
number of teaching assistants. In this paper, we present an ap-
proach for computer-aided feedback for textual exercises that
addresses these challenges. We implemented the approach in
an open-source reference implementation, used it in multiple
exercises, and evaluated its effects on the learning experience
of students. In particular, we investigated the following re-
search questions (RQ):

RQ1 Coverage: How much feedback can be automatically
suggested?

RQ2 Accuracy: How accurate is the suggested feedback?

RQ3 Quality: How do students perceive the quality of the
automatically suggested feedback?

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
background of this work which consists of machine learning
concepts, in particular language models. In Section 3, we show
similar approaches and relate them to the approach presented
in this paper. Section 4 presents the approach computer-aided
feedback for textual exercises (CoFee) based on supervised
learning to deal with the greater variability in the student
answers. Language embeddings and clustering are used to pro-
vide individual feedback based on similarity. Section 5 shows
the open-source reference implementation Athene2 which is
integrated into the open-source LMS Artemis3. Section 6 de-
scribes the courses in which the approach was used, shows
the study design of the empirical evaluation with respect to
Bloom’s revised taxonomy [2], presents results and limitations,
and discusses the findings. Section 7 concludes the paper with
its main contributions and future work.

BACKGROUND: LANGUAGE MODELS
Assessing text submissions automatically requires comparing
segments of those submissions and identifying similar pieces

2Athene: https://github.com/ls1intum/Athene
3Artemis: https://github.com/ls1intum/Artemis

of text. Therefore, we need a measurable abstraction of a texts
meaning as an intermediate representation. This paper relies
on existing approaches and techniques from the domain of
natural language processing (NLP), most notably language
models and word embeddings, to convert a piece of text into
a comparable format. Student answers can contain unknown
words, incorrect use of grammar and punctuation, and false
statements.

Word embedding is a feature learning technique in NLP, where
words or phrases from the vocabulary are mapped to vectors of
real numbers (each word is associated with a point in a vector
space) [21]. The feature vector represents different aspects of
the word and consequently, words that have the same mean-
ing are assigned similar vector representations. Additionally,
word embeddings are capable of capturing word analogies
by examining various dimensions of the differences between
word vectors [24]. For example, the analogy “king is to queen
as man is to woman” should be encoded in the vector space
by the vector equation king − queen = man − woman.

The distributed representation is learned based on the usage
of the words. This allows words that are used in similar con-
texts to have similar representations, naturally capturing their
meaning. ELMo [26] is a word embedding constructed as a
task-specific combination of the intermediate layer represen-
tations in a bidirectional language model (biLM). It models
complex characteristics of words-use in the language dictated
by the syntax and semantics. It also captures how these uses
vary across linguistic contexts, which is important for address-
ing polysemy in natural languages.

In a deep language model (LM), the higher-level long short
term memory (LSTM) states are shown to capture context-
dependent aspects of word meaning while lower-level states
model aspects of the syntax. By constructing a representation
out of all the layers of the LM, ELMo is able to capture both
characteristics of the language. ELMo representations have
three main characteristics that allow them to achieve state-
of-the-art results in most common NLP downstream tasks.
First, ELMo representations are contextual: the representa-
tion for each word depends on the entire context in which it
is used. They are also deep: the word representations com-
bine all layers of a deep, pre-trained language model neural
network. Finally, ELMo representations are purely charac-
ter based, allowing the network to use morphological clues
to form robust representations for out-of-vocabulary tokens,
unseen in training.

RELATED WORK
Automated essay scoring (AES) computes scores on written
solutions based on previous submissions. AES systems require
a perfect solution to be available up front [23, 31]. They pri-
marily consider the distance to a perfect solution to determine
the grade. Feedback is not the focus. Manual clustering and
shared grading are concepts used in research [25] and com-
mercial tools (i.e., Gradescope). Managing clusters is hard at
scale, communicating the exact differences between clusters
between many graders.



Atenea is a computer-assisted assessment system for scoring
short answers in computer science [25] and is integrated into
a web-based application. Atenea uses a database of questions
with a correct sample solution for each, either written by a
teacher or taken from a highly graded student’s answer. When
a student accesses Atenea, a random question from this pool is
asked and compared to the given sample solution by utilizing
a hybrid for syntax as well as semantic similarity. The system
works by combining latent semantic analysis (LSA) and a mod-
ified bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) algorithm, with
the hypothesis that syntax and semantics complement each
other naturally. The combination of both NLP tools always
performs better (with a higher hit rate) than their individual
parts, with the authors believing that combinations of syntacti-
cal and semantical analysis can lead to even greater results for
automatic text assessment.

Atenea compares student answers to a set of predefined an-
swers. The grade is determined by its similarity to these
predefined answers. This approach is limited to exercises with
a narrow answer space where possible answers are known
beforehand. A high variability in answers requires a large set
of predefined answers, which limits the applicability of the
system. The focus of the Atenea system is grading, whereas
Athene is primarily focused on individual feedback. Athene
does not require a predefined solution but collects knowledge
on correct and incorrect solutions during the manual assess-
ment. The evaluation of the Atenea authors focuses on a
comparison of NLP techniques in the grading context and is
based on a dataset. We evaluate Athene by using it in multiple
courses and measuring its performance.

Powergrading is an automatic assessment approach [3]. In-
stead of solely focusing on providing a numerical score or a
right or wrong grade, Powergrading tries to justify a certain
given grade by providing feedback in the form of a comment
as to why an answer is right or wrong, similar to how a teacher
would do it in a classroom setting. Basu et al. propose a sys-
tem, that clusters similar answers to a question so that teachers
can “divide and conquer” the correction process by assigning
a whole cluster with the same score and comment, therefore
reducing the correction time significantly. Clustering answers
to a question should happen based on a distance function,
which is composed of different features and tries to learn a
similarity metric between two students’ answers automatically.
Some of the implemented and used features that are weighted
in developing this distance function used for clustering are,
e.g., the difference in length between two answers, the term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)4 similarity
of words, or the LSA vectorial score based on the entirety of
Wikipedia as a training text corpus. The authors have tested
their implementation with test data from the United States
Citizenship Exam in 2012 with 697 examinees and concluded
that around 97% of all submissions can be grouped into similar
clusters so that teachers would only have to provide feedback
for a single cluster and would still be able to reach and correct
multiple submissions at once, therefore reducing assessment
time significantly [3].

4TF-IDF: An information extraction statistic which indicates how
significant a word is to a document [28].

Powergrading is focused on short-answer grading, where a
typical answer does not exceed two sentences. Athene is not
limited to a certain answer length and uses segmentation to
work with multiple sentences or paragraphs. Similar to Power-
grading, Athene groups segments into clusters. Both systems
assume hierarchical cluster structures. Powergrading allows
teachers to grade clusters rather than submissions, whereas
Athene will use the cluster structure to suggest feedback for
following assessments.

Gradescope is a system geared toward the assessment of
handwritten homework and exam exercises [30] by scanning
paper-based work. Teachers review the submissions online.
Gradescope allows the teacher to dynamically create grading
rubrics at the assessment time. For the assessment, teachers
can group similar submissions manually for shared grading or
relay on suggested groups.5

Athene follows a similar idea by sharing feedback with groups
of answers; however, Athene groups individual segments,
whereas Gradescope groups entire submissions. Gradescope
allows the grader to grade multiple submissions as one, similar
to Powergrading, whereas Athene shares individual feedback
elements across multiple submissions. Athene requires teach-
ers to inspect every submission and supports by suggesting
feedback items. Neither system requires a training dataset
of previously assessed answers. For exercises with a limited
answer spectrum, Gradescope does allow the grader to assess
several submissions efficiently as it reduces the number of so-
lutions to grade. However, for exercises with high variability
in answers (e.g., when asking for examples), this approach is
more limited as more groups with less elements need to be
reviewed.

APPROACH: COMPUTER-AIDED FEEDBACK (COFEE)
CoFee uses supervised machine learning to learn correct an-
swers and related feedback. Figure 2 shows the main workflow
how CoFee can automatically propose computer-aided feed-
back to students’ answers. CoFee learns which answers to
an exercise are correct and which are incorrect. For further
submissions, the learning platform can automatically generate
suggestions for similar answers or even evaluate the answers
fully automatically. In doing so, the learning platform uses the
knowledge of previous assessments by lecturers. The more
students participate in an exercise, the more knowledge is
generated and the better feedback the learning platform can
suggest.

Figure 3 shows the details of the activity “preprocess answers”
shown in Figure 2 and represents the basis for the three ob-
jectives mentioned above. The system analyzes incoming text
(responses) using NLP, divides them into text segments, and
uses them to create text clusters with similar text segments
from different responses. This is done using a combination of
segmentations and linguistic embeddings, in particular deeply
contextualized word representations (ELMo). This allows for
an understanding students’ responses and for the generation
of individualized feedback. In this way, a learning platform
can automatically reuse manual feedback for contributions

5https://gradescope.com
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from different students. This can reduce the workload for
teachers and increase the consistency and quality of feedback
to improve students’ understanding.

The goal is to increase the quality and quantity of the feedback
provided to students while decreasing the overall assessment
time. CoFee integrates into existing learning platforms that
need to provide an interface for students to submit their textual
answers. We utilize a segment-based feedback concept [5],
requiring assessors to provide feedback and score in relation
to a segment of student’s answer, resulting in relatable and
reusable feedback elements.

CoFee trains its assessment model with every feedback ele-
ment and thereby becomes more accurate with every new feed-
back element. After the assessment process, the system can
detect conflicting assessments in both comments and scores.
Therefore, CoFee computes the similarity among feedback
comments. We claim that the distance between two text seg-
ments should be proportional to the distance between the feed-
back comments. If this relation is violated, CoFee prompts the
teacher to review the pair of submissions and allows them to
update the assessment as needed. The learning platform may
only release the feedback to students after the teachers have
the chance to resolve inconsistencies.

Compared to existing work, our system segments and clusters
student solutions automatically. By training the system during
the assessment process, we do away with the need for a refer-
ence dataset before the assessment. Furthermore, by training
with highly and lowly scored solutions, we maintain a dataset
to provide helpful feedback comments to support the learning
process. Dynamically collecting the dataset during assessment
keeps the system independent of any domain and allows for
use of the system with new exercises to incorporate the latest
knowledge into teaching.

REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION (ATHENE)
We implemented CoFee in a reference implementation called
Athene [4] that is integrated into the learning platform Artemis
[15]. After the exercise deadline, Artemis sends the students’
answers to Athene for processing. Athene will preprocess
the answers before the assessment begins and will identify
segments suitable for the same feedback. Figure 3 depicts the
preprocessing activities. This represents the basis for the three
objectives mentioned above. The system analyzes incoming
student answers using NLP, divides them into text segments,
and uses them to create text clusters with similar text segments
from different responses. Figure 4 depicts the top-level design
of the system which consists of three steps: segmentation,
language embedding and clustering.



First, Athene analyzes the answers to identify segments [6, 7].
Therefore, Athene identifies common topics described in the
answers from all students. A topic is represented by a keyword.
To identify the important topics for an exercise, Athene counts
the occurrences of lemmatized words across all students and
selects the 10 most common words [7]. Within each student
answer, Athene will break down all submissions into clauses.
Adjacent clauses that share the same topic, represented by the
use of a keyword and absence of a new keyword, are merged
to form a segment. If a new keyword appears an a following
clause, we identify a topic shift and start a new segment. This
results in a set of topically coherent segments.

Second, Athene uses an ELMo model to convert each segment
to vector form. ELMo vectors have 1,024 dimensions rep-
resenting the information extracted from the segment. The
vector representation allows for a comparison of segments and
for the identification of similarities. Athene uses a pre-trained
ELMo model [26] based on a dataset consisting of 5.5B tokens
from Wikipedia and news articles.6

Third, Athene employs the Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial
Clustering (HDBSCAN) clustering algorithm [22] to identify
classes of similar text segments. Within a cluster, Athene
shares manually created feedback as suggestions. The hier-
archical clustering algorithm allows for a determination of
the required number of clusters dynamically. Further, the hi-
erarchical structure is used to dynamically narrow or widen
the search radius depending on the availability of feedback.
Narrow clusters provide more accurate feedback on the one
side; however, they also limit the possible coverage. Larger
clusters increase the possibility to find existing feedback to
compose a suggestion; however, they also increase the risk of
false feedback.

During the manual assessment, Athene sorts submissions so
that it priorities submissions with the highest effect on auto-
mated grading. Submissions with several segments in clusters
without feedback are prioritized, maximizing the possible cov-
erage for automatic feedback suggestions. For each segment,
Athene searches their respective clusters for existing feedback
and suggests the closest feedback. Furthermore, credit points
associated with feedback are used to prioritize based on the
clusters’ credit average. Athene’s automatic feedback sugges-
tions are displayed to teachers within Artemis as part of the
review interface [5], as depicted in Figure 5. Teachers can
add additional feedback to unreviewed parts of the student
solution. They can either approve of the feedback suggestions
or update them as they see fit.

EVALUATION
After several teachers used Athene in initial experiments in
smaller courses with around 500 students, they found anecdo-
tal evidence that the system improves the quantity and quality
of feedback. The next step was to evaluate the approach in
multiple exercises in the course Introduction to Software Engi-
neering (SE1) with 1,800 students and 49 teaching assistants
and in a second course Networks for Monetary Transactions.
In this section, we describe the two courses and the study

6AllenNLP – ELMo: https://allennlp.org/elmo

Figure 4. Top-level design of Athene, which is decomposed into three
subsystems for segmentation, language embedding, and clustering and
offers an API to be used in existing LMS (UML component diagram).

Figure 5. Example of the teacher interface: Athene presents a feedback
suggestion for the first text segment with a feedback comment and a
score.

design of the evaluation. We show the results of the usage of
Athene and discuss the findings, implications, and limitations.

Courses
The course SE1 is an introductory software engineering course,
with around 1,800 registered students who are mainly com-
puter science bachelor’s students in their second semester. Stu-
dents with computer science as a minor can also enroll in the
course. The course covers software engineering concepts, such
as requirements analysis, system and object design, testing,
lifecycles, configuration management, and project manage-
ment and covers UML modeling [19]. To participate in the
course, students need to have fundamental programming expe-
rience (e.g., CS1). The instructors use constructive alignment
[8] to align the teaching concepts and exercises with the course
objectives. For each lecture, they define learning goals based
on six cognitive processes in Bloom’s revised taxonomy [2].
The course focuses on higher cognitive processes: students
apply the concepts in concrete exercises.

Following an interactive learning approach, SE1 teaches soft-
ware engineering concepts with multiple, small iterations of
theory, example, exercise, solution and reflection [16]. It
utilizes exercises to foster student participation [17] and to
motivate the students to attend the lectures [18]. The course
involves different kinds of exercises:

1. Lecture exercises as part of the (virtual) lectures
2. Group exercises solved in small ad hoc groups
3. Homework exercises to be solved throughout the week

individually



4. Team exercises to be solved in a team in five 2-week periods
5. Exam exercises to assess the students’ knowledge after the

course has finished in multiple variants

Students were asked to submit their solutions to all exercises
but group exercises to Artemis to receive an assessment with
feedback and points. The students could gain bonus points
for the final exam when participating in the exercises. To
train software engineering and problem-solving skills, the
instructors utilize programming, modeling, textual, and quiz
exercises in the course. Automatic assessment suggestions
based on Athene have been enabled for 11 textual homework
exercises and six textual exam exercises.

The course Networks for Monetary Transactions has the learn-
ing goals to understand and assess the fundamentals, archi-
tecture, and security of domestic and international payment
networks and their legal frameworks. Around 500 students
participated. The teachers used Artemis to conduct an online
exam during the COVID-19 pandemic. The exam consisted
of 11 quiz exercises and three text exercises. Automatic as-
sessment suggestions based on Athene were enabled for one
textual exam exercise: IT-Attacks.

Bloom created the taxonomy of educational objectives, defin-
ing six categories: Knowledge, Comprehension, Application,
Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation [9]. The revised taxonomy
shifts the focus from static educational objectives toward a
classification of cognitive processes students encounter when
solving exercises [2]. The exercises conducted as part of the
evaluation can be classified to train the cognitive processes
Remember, Understand, but Apply, and Analyze (see Figure 6).

Table 1 lists the textual exercises and includes the cognitive
process (as a category) that receives the most training in terms
of the revised taxonomy. Some exercises such as H09E02
and H10E01 facilitate understanding by asking student to
explain concepts. H10E01, e.g., states: “Name and explain
similarities and differences between the Unified Process and
Scrum in your own words”. Other exercises such as Exam 3
focus on the application of knowledge. Students need to apply
their requirements elicitation skills in order to create use case
descriptions based on a given problem statement.

Study Design
Figure 7 shows the study design of the evaluation that was
instantiated for each exercise in which Athene was used for
grading. The teacher defines the exercise in Artemis with a
problem statement, grading criteria, example solutions, and a
due date. The students can insert their solution in plain text
on Artemis. After the due date, Artemis sends all student
answers to Athene to preprocess the answers as described in
the Approach section. The teachers can start reviewing the
student answers as soon as Athene completes the preparation
and stores the text clusters. For every student answer, the
teachers create a review consisting of multiple feedback items.
During the review phase, the teachers used a chat room to
discuss the grading criteria as needed.

Every review can either be computer-aided, if at least one feed-
back item is suggested by the system, or manual. Furthermore,
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Create
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Figure 6. Exercises in the evaluation assess different cognitive processes.
This taxonomy, based on the revised Bloom’s taxonomy [2], depicts the
hierarchy of skills. Exercises test static knowledge by testing the remember
and understand skills but also apply and analyze, e.g., by identifying design
issues from a system.

Athene stores intermediate versions of all feedback items to
evaluate how teachers work with feedback suggestions.

After the teachers completed the review, we retrieved the clas-
sification of the reviews from the Artemis database using SQL
queries. Two researchers verified the correctness of the queries.
We collected the statistics on the feedback items from Athene.
We inserted the measurements in a spreadsheet for further
analysis and graphing. Two researchers reviewed the results
for consistency and plausibility and took several samples to
check individual feedback entries.

Results
The presentation of the results is based on the research ques-
tions stated at the beginning of the paper on the coverage,
accuracy and quality of the approach.

Review Coverage
First, we classify the reviews into two categories: manual and
computer-aided. A review is considered computer-aided, if at
least one feedback item was suggested by Athene. Figure 8
depicts the classification of the reviews. On average, 26%
of all reviews were computer-aided. The system performed
best in exercise Exam 1, with 70% computer-aided reviews.
Exercises Exam 4 and Exam 6 have the least coverage, with
2% and 8% computer-aided reviews, respectively. However,
Athene was disabled for exercise Exam 4 after a few assess-
ments.

Finding 1: Coverage: Athene can cover up to 70% of reviews
with feedback suggestions without previous training data or a
predefined solution.



Exercise Title Category
H04E01 Coupling and Cohesion Understand

H04E02 Analysis Models &
System Design Analyze

H04E03 Design Goal Trade-offs Apply

H05E02 Centralized vs Decentralized
Designs Understand

H06E03 Specification & Implementation
Inheritance Apply

H06E04 Inheritance vs. Delegation Understand
H07E03 MVC & Observer Pattern Understand

H09E01 Advantages and Disadvantages
of Scrum Understand

H09E02 Unified Process and Scrum Understand
H10E01 Problems using Git Understand

H10E02 Merge Conflicts &
Best Practices Understand

Exam 1 Requirements Apply
Exam 2 Visionary Scenarios Apply
Exam 3 Use Cases Apply
Exam 4 Access Control Apply
Exam 5 Design Goal Trade-offs Apply

Exam 6 Centralized vs. Decentralized
Control Apply

Exam 7 IT-Attacks Remember
Table 1. Homework and exam textual exercises and their categorization
following Bloom’s revised taxonomy [2] used in the evaluation.

Feedback Accuracy
Second, we classified feedback items based on the interme-
diate versions collected during the review process. Feedback
items can be classified as follows:

1. A feedback suggestion that remains unchanged is classified
as automatic.

2. For changed suggestions, Athene computes the Levenshtein
distance [20] between feedback comments. Athene clas-
sifies a changed feedback as a typo fix for a Levenshtein
distance > 0.9.

3. Athene uses the longest common substring length and the
Jaro–Winkler distance [33] to recognize feedback sugges-
tions with a manual extended comment.

4. Feedback not classified in these metrics is considered as
changed.

We analyzed the teachers’ assessment work for two homework
and seven exam exercises. The results depicted in Figure 9
show that on average, 85% of computer-aided feedback com-
ment suggestions remained unchanged in their final assess-
ment or only had minor modifications, such as corrections to
typing mistakes. Furthermore, 5% of suggested comments
were extended with additional feedback at the end of the sug-
gestion to provide more details for the student. The remaining
10% of comments were changed. In these cases, the comment
was either rewritten from scratch or was heavily revised.

Finding 2: Accuracy: On average, 85% of the feedback
suggestions are accurate and can be published to students
without modification.

Researcher StudentTeacher

Define exercise

Submit answer

Run Athene system

Review
feedback suggestions

Rate feedback

Collect assessments

Classify feedback

Evaluate results

Accept

Change

Discard

Figure 7. Research approach depicted with the involved actors and flow
of events (UML activity diagram).

Perceived Quality
Third, we asked students to rate their received feedback on a
5-star scale. The students rated a total of 396 reviews out of
10,240 total reviews done by the teachers. Artemis presents
the rating input underneath the feedback and asks, “How useful
is the feedback for you?” Figure 10 depicts the distribution by
star rating. In the study, 85% of the ratings were either 1-star
or 5-star ratings. Students with computer-aided feedback were
more likely to give a 5-star rating (72%) when compared to
students who received manual feedback (62%). On the same
page, computer-aided feedback received 1-star ratings less
often (14%) than manual feedback (25%). Students giving
a 5-star rating on average (92% and 89%, respectively) had
better scores than students giving 1-star ratings (69% and 66%,
respectively).

Finding 3: Quality: The computer-aided feedback in Athene
has at least the same quality as manual feedback.

Limitations
This section discusses threats to the trustworthiness of the
presented results, and whether the results are biased based
on the researchers’ subjective point of view. We distinguish
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Figure 8. Exercises with their assessment ratios. Computer-aided reviews
received automated grading suggestions which were reviewed by a teacher.
On average, 26% reviews were computer-aided.

between three aspects of validity: internal validity, external
validity, and construct validity [29].

Internal Validity: The accuracy of the feedback suggestions is
measured by the acceptance of the teacher. A second review
from a control teacher would allow for a more accurate mea-
surement of accuracy. The teacher might be biased to confirm
a feedback suggestion as it requires less effort than providing a
new comment. We noticed that most teachers took the review
of the automatic feedback suggestions seriously, but we can-
not guarantee that some of the 49 involved teaching assistants
failed to fully review the automatic feedback suggestions.

Two of the authors of this paper have been involved in teach-
ing the course SE1 and might have influenced the empirical
evaluation. However, we tried to clearly separate the research
and instructor perspective. Two additional instructors have
been involved in the course SE1 who are not authors of this
paper, and the third author of the paper reviewed the results
carefully without being involved in the course. In addition,
we observed similar results in the second course, which was
taught by an independent instructor who was not involved in
the research.

External Validity: Most analyzed exercises have been in the
domain of software engineering and computer science in the
same university. While we believe that the approach is gen-
eralizable for other domains, we have not shown this in this
study.
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Figure 9. On average, 85% of computer-aided feedback comments re-
mained unchanged (green) or only included minor typo fixes (blue). Fur-
thermore, 5% were extended (yellow), and 10% were changed (red).

Construct Validity: The validity of the ratings might be af-
fected by the wording of the question and by the score that the
students received. Students with a higher score are typically
more satisfied and less likely to complain about the quality of
the feedback. Therefore, a good rating does not necessarily
mean that the feedback had a good quality. Another limitation
could be the fact that students like the approach of getting
feedback. The ratings measure the perceived quality which is
subjective. We can only infer the quality based on the ratings.
Therefore, we consider Finding 3 on the quality of the ratings
as anecdotal evidence.

Discussion
The review coverage of Athene is higher for exercises that do
not ask for examples, but rather require students to work based
on a given example. In the exercises Exam 1 and Exam 3,
students were asked to extract requirements or use cases from
a given problem statement. In those exercises, the coverage
was above the average with 70% and 50%, respectively. These
questions still require students to apply problem-solving skills,
but limit the variability of the answers. This leads to more
similar answers and more reusable feedback.

Exercises asking for examples, such as the SE1 homework ex-
ercises, have lower review coverage of between 17% and 36%.
This may be due to the increased variability of answers with
different examples. As Athene tries to find similar text seg-
ments, it is more difficult to find a group with shared segments
as students can describe all possible examples. Therefore, it is
less likely to find reusable feedback among students.

Athene reuses reviews from teachers. The quality of the feed-
back suggestions depends on the quality of the manual feed-
back provided during the teacher reviews. If teachers provide
incorrect manual feedback, Athene will not be able to pro-
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Figure 10. All ratings for SE1 homework (HXX) exercises by star rating.
In this figure, ratings are grouped by the assessment type Manual (n =
325) or Computer-aided (n = 71). The average score in percent is depicted
per rating and assessment type. In the study, 396 out of 10,240 reviews
were rated by students.

vide correct feedback suggestions. In the example of SE1,
the teachers who review the submission consist primarily of
teaching assistants, who have limited experience in grading or
providing feedback.

Nevertheless, the approach can improve the review process
as it allows instructors to handle larger amounts of reviews or
to inspect examples. Other systems presented in the Related
Work section suggest comparing answers only with a sample
solution provided by an instructor [25], thus reducing the vari-
ability in the solution space, which might limit the creativity
of the students. However, creativity is an important aspect in
software engineering education [14].

CONCLUSION
This paper presents three main contributions:

1. The machine-learning based approach CoFee was pre-
sented to suggest feedback for textual exercises. The ap-
proach is based on segmentation and similarity-based clus-
tering. It reuses feedback on segments within the same
cluster and learns which aspects of student answers are
correct during the assessment.

2. Athene, a reference implementation of CoFee, using the
ELMo language model and the HDBSCAN clustering algo-
rithm was presented. Athene is integrated into Artemis and
published as open-source software under the MIT license.7

3. An empirical evaluation of Athene in two courses with
2,300 students and 53 teachers in 17 textual exercises was
conducted. The results of the quantitative evaluation in
these exercises show that Athene can suggest up to 70%
of the feedback with an average accuracy of 85%. Ratings
provide first indications that the quality improves when
compared to purely manual assessments.

The evaluation also shows that these numbers depend on the
type of the textual exercise and on the variability of the pos-
sible solutions. A higher variance in correct solutions leads

7Athene: https://github.com/ls1intum/Athene

to less coverage because of fewer similarities in the student
answers.

Athene does not require training data before the reviewing
process to learn correct answers and feedback suggestions.
Instead, it collects knowledge during the assessment. This
incremental process allows instructors to change or introduce
new exercises as needed, preventing students from submitting
solutions from previous years. However, when reusing past
exercises, Athene could profit from additional knowledge cap-
tured in these reviews. Future work needs to evaluate whether
training data from the same exercise in previous years can
improve the coverage or accuracy of feedback suggestions.
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A B S T R A C T   

Many engineering disciplines require problem-solving skills, which cannot be learned by memorization alone. 
Open-ended textual exercises allow students to acquire these skills. Students can learn from their mistakes when 
instructors provide individual feedback. However, grading these exercises is often a manual, repetitive, and time- 
consuming activity. The number of computer science students graduating per year has steadily increased over the 
last decade. This rise has led to large courses that cause a heavy workload for instructors, especially if they 
provide individual feedback to students. This article presents CoFee, a framework to generate and suggest 
computer-aided feedback for textual exercises based on machine learning. CoFee utilizes a segment-based 
grading concept, which links feedback to text segments. CoFee automates grading based on topic modeling 
and an assessment knowledge repository acquired during previous assessments. A language model builds an 
intermediate representation of the text segments. Hierarchical clustering identifies groups of similar text seg-
ments to reduce the grading overhead. We first demonstrated the CoFee framework in a small laboratory 
experiment in 2019, which showed that the grading overhead could be reduced by 85%. This experiment 
confirmed the feasibility of automating the grading process for problem-solving exercises. We then evaluated 
CoFee in a large course at the Technical University of Munich from 2019 to 2021, with up to 2, 200 enrolled 
students per course. We collected data from 34 exercises offered in each of these courses. On average, CoFee 
suggested feedback for 45% of the submissions. 92% (Positive Predictive Value) of these suggestions were precise 
and, therefore, accepted by the instructors.   

1. Introduction 

Student numbers in computer science schools and departments are 
rising. Analyzing statistics and reports released by popular computer 
science departments reveals how the number of conferred degrees has 
steadily increased since 2010. Fig. 1 depicts the development of degrees 
conferred by eight renowned universities1 in the area of computer sci-
ence. As a result, introductory courses need to handle more and more 
students every year. This rise in student numbers has increased course 
management efforts and made it challenging to provide high-quality 
individual feedback to students (Krusche et al., 2020). A single 

instructor cannot handle feedback and grading for large classes alone. In 
particular, large university courses with hundreds of students rely on 
teaching assistants to provide feedback on exercises. Online platforms, 
live streaming, and chat systems allow instructors to interact with a 
large number of students on an individual level, regardless of the 
respective course size. 

Exercises allow students in lecture-based courses to apply and 
practice relevant skills. Exercises stimulate learning in six different 
cognitive processes, e.g., as classified in Bloom’s revised taxonomy 
(Anderson et al., 2001). Software engineering is a problem-solving 
discipline that cannot be learned by memorization alone. 

Abbreviations: CoFee, Computer-aided Feedback for textual exercises; ELMo, Embeddings from Language Models; HDBSCAN, Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial 
Clustering of Applications with Noise; ISE, Introduction to Software Engineering; LSA, Latent Semantic Analysis; NLP, Natural Language Processing; POM, Project 
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Rate; TUM, Technical University of Munich. 
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Multiple-choice quizzes are easy to assess, and automated tools are 
broadly available in learning management systems and paper-based 
assessments. However, mastery of these quizzes does not require 
problem-solving skills because they typically target only lower cognitive 
skills, particularly knowledge recall and comprehension. It is difficult to 
create quizzes that stimulate higher cognitive skills, such as 
problem-solving, essential in computer science (Alario-Hoyos et al., 
2016; Williams & Haladyna, 1982). 

Open-ended textual exercises enable instructors to teach problem- 
solving skills and allow students to improve their knowledge. These 
exercises do not have a single correct solution but rather allow answers 
within a particular solution space that words and phrases can charac-
terize. Students profit from individual feedback relationships with their 
instructors (Feynman, 1994). Individual feedback and formative as-
sessments are essential elements in learning (Higgins et al., 2002; Irons, 
2007). Feedback on open-ended exercises allows students to try out 
problem-solving and experience failure. Students need guidance in the 
form of feedback in their learning activities to prevent misconceptions 
(Kirschner et al., 2006). 

However, textual exercises lead to a wide answer spectrum because 
students need to formulate individual answers to problems, which re-
sults in an increased manual effort when reviewing students’ answers. In 
addition, assuring consistent feedback is difficult with a large number of 
teaching assistants. This article describes a machine learning-based 
system as the solution to this problem. 

This article is organized following the design and engineering cycle 
(Wieringa, 2014). Section 2 formulates the design science research goals, 
the artifact design goal, and knowledge goals, which we use to derive 
knowledge questions throughout the article. Section 3 describes grading 
efforts in large courses and the role of feedback in the learning process. 
Section 4 introduces the computer-aided feedback for textual exercises 
(CoFee) framework with its problem domain and dynamic behavior. 
Section 5 describes background literature and compares related work to 
CoFee. Section 6 validates the concepts of CoFee in a laboratory 
experiment. Section 7 describes the reference implementation Athena in 
the context of Artemis. Section 8 describes the course “Introduction to 
Software Engineering” in which the approach was used, shows the 
quasi-experimental study design of the empirical evaluation, presents 
results and limitations, and discusses the findings. Section 9 concludes 
the article with its main contributions, and Section 10 outlines future 

work. 

2. Methodology 

This research focuses on two main stakeholders: instructors, espe-
cially those responsible for large lecture courses, and students. For this 
paper, we define instructors as both lecturers and teaching assistants. 
Lecturers are university employees such as professors, researchers, and 
doctoral candidates. Teaching assistants are experienced students who 
have previously passed the same course with a good grade and are 
motivated to help in the teaching process. Some universities also use the 
term “tutor” to refer to a teaching assistant. 

Lecturers have an interest in delivering high-quality teaching sup-
ported by many exercises. Through individual feedback, lecturers want 
to support students in their learning activities as much as possible. 
However, lecturers want to minimize their workload on assessments to 
have time to create and improve exercises and course materials. 
Teaching assistants need to balance their limited working hours between 
assessments, face-to-face teaching sessions, and answering questions. 
Students want to understand the course content, solve the exercises, and 
receive timely feedback. They want to re-iterate their solution based on 
feedback to fail early and learn from the mistakes on the way (Popper, 
1934, 1959). 

We focus on automating the assessment of textual exercises to meet 
the conflicting goals of producing high-quality feedback and saving 
time. 

Research Goal: Reduce assessment efforts on textual exercises for 
instructors while scaling feedback for large courses. 

Following Wieringa’s design science methodology (Johanβen, 2019; 
Wieringa, 2014), we break down this research goal into a goal hierarchy 
shown in Fig. 2. The design science research goals support the social context 
goals, which in turn are defined by the external stakeholder goals and the 
problem context. To achieve the research goal, we explore ways of 
automating and supporting the assessment process for textual exercises. 
Therefore, we conclude this with the following Artifact design goal: 

Artifact Design Goal: Design a system that automatically assesses 
textual exercises. 

Section 4 describes the CoFee framework to generate computer- 
aided feedback for textual exercises. Section 7 describes a reference 
implementation for CoFee, the Athena software system. Athena collects 
assessment knowledge in the form of exercise and feedback pools. We 
summarize this effort to understand the stakeholders and the problem 
context with the following knowledge goal: 

Knowledge Goal 1 (Investigation): Understand grading efforts 
and the role of feedback in large courses. 

Next, we want to validate if the proposed treatment, CoFee, is suited 
to solve the assessment problem for textual exercises. We address this 
with the second knowledge goal: 

Knowledge Goal 2 (Validation): Understand the performance of 
CoFee and its individual components during the assessment of textual 
exercises. 

Last, we want to evaluate the implemented artifact, the Athena 
system, and analyze its performance in large courses. Therefore, we 
conclude with the third knowledge goal: 

Knowledge Goal 3 (Evaluation): Understand the influence of 
Athena on the grading process. 

3. Problem investigation 

3.1. Feedback in the learning process 

There is clear evidence that guidance is essential to facilitate learning 
and prevent misconceptions (Kirschner et al., 2006). Therefore, it is 
important to involve students in learning activities, even in large cour-
ses. Examples and exercises play a central role in the early phases of 
cognitive skill acquisition (VanLehn, 1996). Carefully developed 

Fig. 1. The number of computer science degrees (bachelor’s and master’s) 
conferred per year by renowned universities in the area has steadily increased 
over the last decade. Data was collected from statistics published by the uni-
versities. The left y-axis represents the number of degrees per university. The 
right y-axis represents the Total number of degrees across all universities. 
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examples increase the learning outcome (Sweller & Cooper, 1985; 
Trafton & Reiser, 1993). Providing individual feedback is essential in 
learning to improve students’ skills (Higgins et al., 2002). Feedback 
helps students to understand their learning progress and helps in the 
learning process through reflection. In the current teaching paradigm, 
students take “the active role of … seeking, interpreting and using 
feedback as part of their learning process” (Jensen et al., 2021). Good 
feedback incentivizes students to invest time in an exercise and rethink 
their solution. Participation in exercises with feedback has a positive 
effect on academic performance (Förster et al., 2018). 

3.2. Interactive learning 

Interactive learning is a scalable and adaptive teaching philosophy 
based on “constructive alignment” that puts the interaction with a stu-
dent into the core of the educational activities (Krusche, Seitz, et al., 
2017). It integrates aspects of team-based learning and creativity to 
stimulate problem-solving skills and soft skills. 

Interactive learning decreases the cycle time between teaching a 
concept and practicing it during the lecture in multiple short iterations: 
Instructors teach and exercise small chunks of content in short cycles 
and provide immediate feedback so that students can reflect on the 
content and increase their knowledge incrementally. Interactive 
learning expects active participation of students and use of computers 
(laptops, tablets, or smartphones) in classrooms. Fig. 3 shows the iter-
ative process of interactive learning, where each iteration consists of five 
phases that are performed several times during each lecture:  

1. Theory: The instructor introduces a new concept and describes the 
theory behind it. Students listen and try to understand it.  

2. Example: The instructor provides an example so that students can 
refer the theory to a concrete situation.  

3. Practice: The instructor asks the students to apply the concept in a 
short exercise adapted to the individual student’s existing knowledge 
and skills. The students submit their solutions to the exercise. 

4. Feedback: The instructor provides immediate feedback to the stu-
dent submissions using an automatic assessment system. 

Alternatively, the instructor can show multiple exemplary solutions 
and discuss their strengths and weaknesses.  

5. Reflection: The instructor facilitates a discussion about the theory 
and the exercise to reflect on the first experience with the new 
concept. 

3.3. Artemis 

Artemis (Krusche & Seitz, 2018) is a teaching platform that supports 
interactive learning and is scalable to large courses with immediate and 
individual feedback. It is open-source2 and used by multiple universities 
and courses. 

Artemis includes several functionalities to implement interactive 
learning. In the following section, we present and discuss the essential 
features. Instructors can create different exercises: programming, 
modeling, quiz, text, and file upload. Artemis offers different assessment 
modes: automatic, semi-automatic, and manual. It automatically as-
sesses programming and quiz exercises and provides a semi-automatic 
assessment approach based on machine learning for modeling and text 
exercises. 

Artemis allows students to work collaboratively on the solution to 
the given tasks in team exercises. Instructors can incorporate live 
streams, recordings, and slides of lectures and embed exercises directly 
into them using lecture units. Students can ask questions and receive 
answers in a chat-based communication with emojis and references next 
to exercises and lectures. In addition, Artemis offers an exam mode for 
online exams. The exam mode includes additional functionalities, such 
as exercise variants, plagiarism checks, and offline support. 

3.4. Assessment 

Assessment is a time-intensive (Chen et al., 2018; Cheng, 2017), 
manual, and repetitive job. Efforts vary based on the size of the accepted 
answer space: Lower cognitive processes are easier to assess (e.g., 

Fig. 2. Hierarchical goal taxonomy following the template from Wieringa (2014). An arrow indicates that a goal supports the other.  

2 Artemis: https://github.com/ls1intum/Artemis. 
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remember) compared to higher processes (e.g., evaluate). That means if 
an answer asks to state a term, the assessment is simple as the answer 
either matches the solution or not. For complex exercises, students are 
free in their answers and, e.g., explain a concept based on an example. In 
this instance, assessment is difficult and time-consuming as graders need 
to analyze the example and solve the exercise in the students’ context 
themselves. In software engineering, many solutions can be acceptable 
for a problem. Acceptable answers might change as paradigms shift, and 
new engineering principles become the norm. 

To address Knowledge Goal 1 (Investigation), we extrapolate the 
assessment efforts required for large courses following the interactive 
learning model to answer two knowledge questions (KQs): 

Knowledge Question 1: How many assessments do large courses 
need? 

In the following, we calculate the required assessments for a course 
featuring three lecture exercises and four homework exercises every 
week. The course format is based our course “Introduction to Software 
Engineering” (ISE) (cf. Subsection 8.1). We assume 2000 participating 
students for one semester of 13 weeks: 

#exercises = (3+ 4)⋅13 = 91 (1)  

#assessments = #exercises⋅#students = 91⋅2, 000 = 182, 000 (2) 

We conclude that an interactive course sets 91 exercises over the 
course of the semester. Therefore, instructors need to complete 182,000 
assessments in a large course with 2,000 students (KQ 1). 

Knowledge Question 2: How much time do instructors spend on 
manual assessments of exercises? 

Given an average assessment time of 5 min per student solution, we 
extrapolate the assessment total assessment time: 

Σ Assessment Time = #assessments⋅5 min (4)  

= 15, 166.6h = 1, 166.6h/Week (5) 

We conclude that the large course requires 15,167 h of assessment 
work which translates to 1,167 h every week (KQ 2). Data from ISE in 
2021 shows that out of a total of 89 exercises, 24 were textual exercises 
(27%). We, therefore, estimate that instructors need to spend 315 h on 
assessments every week for textual exercises alone. 

4. Treatment design – CoFee 

To address the artifact design goal stated in Section 2, we derive an 
artifact design problem, which we define by following the template 
proposed by Wieringa (2014): We highlight artifacts, requirements, and 
stakeholder goals. 

We investigate how to provide students with feedback on their ex-
ercise solutions automatically. We present the CoFee approach, which 
captures knowledge during the assessment process and provides in-
structors with feedback suggestions. CoFee allows instructors to assess 
exercises faster and offer consistent feedback to students in large cour-
ses. We summarize this as follows: 

Artifact Design Problem: How to implement a system (artifact) 
that generates feedback on textual exercise solutions (requirement) so 
that instructors can give better feedback in shorter cycles (stakeholder 
goal)? 

This section introduces the proposed treatment computer-aided 
feedback for textual exercises. We describe the architecture and dy-
namic behavior of the treatment CoFee. 

4.1. Architecture 

Fig. 4 depicts the analysis object model (Bruegge & Dutoit, 2009) of 
the problem domain: A Course consists of many Exercises. Students can 
participate in an exercise by submitting their solutions. A Submission 

can be decomposed into many Segments. Each of them encapsulates one 
core idea of the answer. Segments can receive Feedback via a comment 
and a score. We model the automatic generation of feedback and 
instructor grading as a metaphorical factory, following the factory 
method pattern (Gamma et al., 1994). Following the metaphorical 
application of design patterns, the instructor is an expensive feedback 
source. To cautiously and efficiently use this expensive subject, we 
introduce the Automatic feedback engine as a proxy object to filter 
which feedback requests it needs to forward to the real subject, the 
Instructor. 

4.2. Dynamic behavior 

Fig. 5 presents an overview of the workflow. CoFee first segments a 
submitted answer by splitting the answer into topically-coherent seg-
ments. These segments are annotated with one or more feedbacks as 
they cover a single core idea. Next, CoFee groups the segments into 
clusters by the similarity of their ideas. Based on the cluster classifica-
tion, CoFee suggests gradings based on the assessment knowledge from 
the feedback pool. If enough assessment knowledge has been collected 
for a specific segment, then automatic feedback can be suggested. 
Otherwise, an instructor is required to complete the grading. Finally, 
CoFee presents a partial grading to allow the instructors to benefit from 
the knowledge generated. Instructors accept, change, or discard existing 
feedback suggestions and provide new feedback. All feedback is sub-
mitted to the feedback pool for reuse in future grading sessions. 

CoFee learns which answers to an exercise are considered correct in 
the learning context. For further submissions, the learning platform 
automatically generates suggestions for similar answers or even auto-
matically evaluates the answers. In doing so, the learning platform uses 
the knowledge of previous assessments from lecturers. The more stu-
dents participate in an exercise, the more knowledge is generated and 
the better feedback the learning platform can suggest. 

This addresses the external stakeholder goals stated in Section 2. The 
instructor’s goal is to provide high-quality feedback to all students while 
decreasing the overall assessment time. The student’s goal is to receive 
timely feedback. CoFee integrates into existing learning platforms that 
need to provide an interface for students to submit their textual answers. 
We utilize a segment-based feedback concept (Bernius & Bruegge, 
2019), requiring assessors to provide feedback and score about a 
segment of a student’s answer, resulting in relatable and reusable 
feedback elements. 

CoFee trains its assessment model with every feedback element and 
becomes more accurate with every new feedback element. After the 
assessment process, the system can detect conflicting assessments in 
both comments and scores. Therefore, CoFee computes the similarity 
among feedback comments. We claim that the similarity between two 
segments should be proportional to the similarity between the feedback 
comments. If this relation is violated, CoFee prompts the instructor to 

Fig. 3. Interactive learning puts the individual student into the core of the 
learning activity and follows an iterative process that is conducted multiple 
times in lectures. 
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review the pair of submissions and allows them to update the assessment 
as needed. The learning platform may only release the feedback to 
students after the instructors have resolved inconsistencies. 

5. Related work 

This section compares CoFee to alternative treatments from related 
work in the literature. Compared to existing work, CoFee segments and 
clusters student solutions automatically. By training the system during 

the assessment process, we do away with a reference dataset before the 
assessment. Furthermore, by training with correct and incorrect solu-
tions, we maintain a dataset to provide helpful feedback comments to 
support the learning process. Finally, dynamically collecting the dataset 
during assessment keeps the system independent of any domain and 
allows for using the system with new exercises to incorporate the latest 
knowledge into teaching. 

Fig. 4. Analysis Object Model of the CoFee framework. The model describes the system from the stakeholder’s point of view and illustrates the concepts visible to the 
stakeholder (Bruegge & Dutoit, 2009) (UML Class Diagram). 

Fig. 5. Workflow of automatic assessment of submissions to textual exercises based on the manual feedback of instructors. CoFee analyzes manual assessments and 
generates knowledge for the suggestion of computer-aided (automatic) feedback (UML activity diagram). 
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5.1. Assessment systems 

Automated essay scoring computes scores on written solutions based 
on previous submissions. Automated essay scoring systems require a 
perfect solution to be available upfront (Mitchell et al., 2002; Pulman & 
Sukkarieh, 2005; Sukkarieh et al., 2003). They primarily consider the 
similarity to a perfect solution to determine the grade. Giving feedback 
is not the focus of automated essay scoring systems. Manual clustering 
and shared grading are concepts used in research (Pérez et al., 2005) and 
commercial tools (i.e., Gradescope). Managing clusters is hard at scale, 
especially communicating the exact differences between clusters among 
many graders. 

5.1.1. Atenea 
Atenea is a computer-assisted assessment system for scoring short 

answers in computer science (Pérez et al., 2005). Atenea maintains a 
database of short-answer-questions with corresponding sample solu-
tions. Sample solutions are either written by an instructor or reused from 
a highly graded student answer. Atenea combines latent semantic 
analysis (LSA) and a modified bilingual evaluation understudy algo-
rithm hypothesizing that syntax and semantics complement each other 
naturally. Combining these two natural language processing (NLP) tools 
always performs better (with a higher hit rate). Furthermore, Pérez et al. 
(2005) argue that syntactical and semantical analysis combinations lead 
to greater automatic text assessment results. 

Atenea compares student answers to a set of predefined answers. It 
determines a grade based on the similarity to these predefined answers. 
This approach is limited to exercises with a narrow answer space where 
possible answers are known beforehand. High variability in answers 
limits Ateneas applicability and requires a large set of sample solutions. 
The focus of the Atenea system is grading, whereas Athena primarily 
focuses on individual feedback. Athena does not require a sample so-
lution but collects knowledge on correct and incorrect solutions during 
the manual assessment. The evaluation of Atenea focuses on comparing 
NLP techniques in the context of grading using a dataset. We evaluate 
Athena by using it in multiple courses and measuring its performance. 

Atenea compares student answers to a set of predefined answers. Its 
similarity to these predefined answers determines the grade. This 
approach is limited to exercises with a narrow answer space where 
possible answers are known beforehand. High variability in answers 
requires a large set of predefined answers, limiting the system’s appli-
cability. The focus of the Atenea system is grading, whereas Athena is 
primarily focused on individual feedback. Athena does not require a 
predefined solution but collects knowledge on correct and incorrect 
solutions during the manual assessment. The evaluation of the Atenea 
authors focuses on a comparison of NLP techniques in the grading 
context and is based on a dataset. We evaluate Athena by using it in 
multiple courses and measuring its performance. 

5.1.2. Powergrading 
Powergrading is an automatic assessment approach for textual ex-

ercises (Basu et al., 2013) that provides feedback in the form of a nu-
merical score and a comment explaining why an answer is correct or 
incorrect, similar to the comment of a human. In addition, Basu et al. 
(2013) propose a system that clusters similar answers to a question so 
that instructors can “divide and conquer” the correction process by 
assessing a whole cluster with the same score and comment, therefore 
reducing the correction time significantly. Clustering answers to a 
question should happen based on a distance function composed of 
different features and automatically tries to learn a similarity metric 
between two students’ answers. Some of the implemented and used 
features that are weighted in developing this distance function used for 

clustering are, e.g., the difference in length between two answers, the 
term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)3 similarity of 
words, or the LSA vectorial score based on the entirety of Wikipedia as a 
training text corpus. The authors have tested their implementation with 
test data from the United States Citizenship Exam in 2012 with 697 
examinees. They concluded that around 97% of all submissions can be 
grouped into similar clusters so that instructors would only have to 
provide feedback for a single cluster and would still be able to reach and 
correct multiple submissions at once, therefore reducing assessment 
time significantly (Basu et al., 2013). 

Powergrading is focused on short-answer grading, where a typical 
answer does not exceed two sentences. Athena is not limited to a certain 
answer length and uses segmentation to work with multiple sentences or 
paragraphs. Similar to Powergrading, Athena groups segments into 
clusters. Both systems assume hierarchical cluster structures. Power-
grading allows instructors to grade clusters rather than submissions, 
whereas Athena will use the cluster structure to suggest feedback for the 
following assessments. 

5.1.3. Gradescope 
Gradescope4 is a system geared toward assessing handwritten 

homework and exam exercises (Singh et al., 2017) by scanning 
paper-based work. Instructors grade the submissions online. Gradescope 
allows the instructor to create grading rubrics at the assessment time 
dynamically. Instructors can group similar submissions manually for 
shared grading or rely on suggested groups for the assessment. 

Athena also provides sharing feedback with groups of answers; 
however, Athena groups individual segments, whereas Gradescope 
groups entire submissions. Gradescope allows the grader to grade mul-
tiple submissions as one, similar to Powergrading, whereas Athena 
shares individual feedback elements across multiple submissions. 
Athena requires instructors to inspect every submission and supports 
instructors by suggesting feedback items. Neither system requires a 
training dataset of previously assessed answers. For exercises with a 
limited answer spectrum, Gradescope does allow the grader to assess 
several submissions efficiently as it reduces the number of solutions to 
grade. However, this approach is more limited for exercises with high 
variability in answers (e.g., when asking for examples) as more groups 
with fewer elements need to be graded. 

5.2. Language models 

Automatically assessing text submissions requires comparing seg-
ments of those submissions and identifying similar pieces of text. 
Therefore, we need a measurable abstraction of a text’s meaning as an 
intermediate representation. This paper relies on existing approaches 
and techniques from the domain of NLP, most notably language models 
and word embeddings, to convert a piece of text into a comparable 
format. Student answers can contain unknown words, incorrect 
grammar and punctuation, and false statements. 

Word embedding is a feature learning technique in NLP, where 
words or phrases from the vocabulary are mapped to vectors of real 
numbers (each word is associated with a point in a vector space) (Li & 
Yang, 2018). The feature vector represents different aspects of the word, 
and consequently, words with the same meaning are assigned similar 
vector representations. Additionally, word embeddings can capture 
word analogies by examining various dimensions of the differences 
between word vectors (Pennington et al., 2014). For example, the 
analogy “king is to queen as man is to woman” should be encoded in the 
vector space by the vector equation king − queen = man − woman. 

The distributed representation is learned based on the usage of the 

3 TF-IDF: An information extraction statistic that indicates how significant a 
word is to a document (Ramos, 2003).  

4 Gradescope: https://gradescope.com. 
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words. This allows words used in similar contexts to have similar rep-
resentations, naturally capturing their meaning. Embeddings from 
Language Models (ELMo) (Peters et al., 2018) is a word embedding 
constructed as a task-specific combination of the intermediate layer 
representations in a bidirectional language model. It models complex 
characteristics of words-use in the language dictated by the syntax and 
semantics. It also captures how these uses vary across linguistic contexts, 
which is important for addressing polysemy in natural languages. 

In a deep language model, the higher-level long short term memory 
states are shown to capture context-dependent aspects of word meaning 
while lower-level states model aspects of the syntax. By constructing a 
representation out of all the layers of the language model, ELMo can 
capture both language characteristics. ELMo representations have three 
main characteristics to achieve state-of-the-art results in most common 
NLP downstream tasks. First, ELMo representations are contextual: the 
representation for each word depends on the entire context in which it is 
used. They are also deep: the word representations combine all layers of 
a deep, pre-trained language model neural network. Finally, ELMo 
representations are purely character-based, allowing the network to use 
morphological clues to form robust representations for out-of- 
vocabulary tokens, unseen in training. 

6. Treatment validation 

We validate the treatment using a laboratory experiment to study the 
feasibility of CoFee. The treatment validation answers two knowledge 
questions that address the effects of the treatment artifacts: 

Knowledge Question 3: Do groups of similar segments occur which 
can receive the same feedback? 

Knowledge Question 4: What portion of solutions can CoFee 
assess? 

Answering Knowledge Questions 3 and 4 addresses Knowledge Goal 2. 

6.1. Exercise 

We collected a dataset by running a textual exercise in the “Project 
Organization and Management” (POM) course at Technical University 
of Munich (TUM) using the Artemis platform. In the exercise “iterative 
vs. incremental vs. adaptive,” students were asked to differentiate the 
terms iterative development, incremental development, and adaptive devel-
opment using examples. 130 students participated in the exercise. 

6.2. Study design 

We manually evaluated all submissions by segmenting the answers 
and separating all segments by their core idea. The 130 student sub-
missions resulted in 762 text blocks. We printed all segments on paper 
cards and manually clustered them into groups by similarity in several 
iterations. Fig. 6 shows the paper cards with classifications marked using 
sticky notes. In the first iteration, we roughly sorted them into three 
clusters. We then continued to subdivide each cluster in the following 
iterations. The similarity refinement increased with every iteration over 
the whole data set. We repeated the process until we reached a satis-
factory assignment into 75 clusters. 

6.3. Results and findings 

We identified that 95% of all segments could be assigned to clusters. 
We found a total of 66 clusters in the dataset. The average cluster has 11 
elements with a minimum of two and a maximum of 49; the median 
cluster size was four. 717 out of the 762 segments can be assigned to a 
cluster (94%). 

Finding 1 (Clusters): Clustering of segments for shared grading is 
possible. The majority of segments (94%) can be clustered. 

The experiment results show that student solutions can be split into 

Fig. 6. 760 text segments clustered by hand into 75 clusters.  
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segments and grouped by similarity. Furthermore, the data suggests that 
94% of segments can be part of a grading cluster. 

Finding 2 (Grading Potential): Grading efforts can be reduced by 
85% through automatic grading of clusters. 

The overlap between student answers can reduce grading to one 
segment per cluster and unclustered segments. In this instance, the 
grading can be reduced to 85%: 

(717 − 66)/762 = 85.4% (7) 

The unclustered portion of 6% is not suitable for the concept of 
shared grading. Therefore, the overall grading effort is reduced from 762 
segments to 111 segments, which is 15% of the original grading effort: 

(66+ 45)/762 = 14.5% (8) 

With these findings, we conclude that CoFee is a suitable treatment 
for the artifact design goal, and we proceed with the treatment 
implementation. 

7. Treatment implementation – Athena 

We implemented CoFee in a reference implementation called 
Athena5 (Bernius et al., 2021) integrated into the learning platform 
Artemis (Krusche & Seitz, 2018). After the exercise deadline, Artemis 
sends the students’ answers to Athena for processing. Athena will pre-
process the answers before the assessment begins and identify segments 
suitable for the same feedback. Fig. 7 depicts the preprocessing activ-
ities: The system analyzes incoming student answers using NLP, divides 
them into text segments, and uses them to create text clusters with 
similar text segments from different answers. This is done using a 
combination of segmentation and linguistic embeddings, particularly 
deeply contextualized word representations (i.e., ELMo). This allows for 
an understanding of students’ responses and the generation of individ-
ualized feedback. In this way, a learning platform can automatically 
reuse manual feedback for contributions from different students. Auto-
matic individualized feedback suggestions can reduce the workload for 
instructors and increase the consistency and quality of feedback to 
improve students’ understanding. Fig. 8 depicts the top-level design of 
the system, which consists of three steps: segmentation, language 
embedding, and clustering. 

First, Athena analyzes the answers (incoming text) to identify seg-
ments (Bernius et al., 2020). Therefore, Athena identifies common topics 
described in the answers from all students. A keyword represents a topic. 
To identify the important topics for an exercise, Athena counts the oc-
currences of lemmatized words across all students and selects the ten 
most common words (Bernius et al., 2020). Next, Athena will break 
down every student’s answer into clauses. Adjacent clauses that share 
the same topic, represented by a keyword and the absence of a new 
keyword, are merged to form a segment. If a new keyword appears in the 
following clause, we identify a topic shift and start a new segment. The 
result is a set of topically coherent segments. 

Second, Athena uses an ELMo model to convert each segment to 
vector form. ELMo vectors have 1,024 dimensions representing the in-
formation extracted from the segment. The vector representation allows 
for a comparison of segments and identifying similarities. Athena uses a 
pre-trained ELMo model (Peters et al., 2018) based on a dataset con-
sisting of 5.5B tokens from Wikipedia and news articles.6 

Third, Athena employs the Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clus-
tering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) clustering algorithm 
(McInnes & Healy, 2017) to identify classes of similar text segments. 
Within a cluster, Athena shares manually created feedback as sugges-
tions. The hierarchical clustering algorithm allows to determine the 
number of clusters dynamically. Further, the hierarchical structure can 

dynamically narrow or widen the search radius depending on the 
availability of feedback. Narrow clusters provide more accurate feed-
back on the one side; but also limit the possible coverage. Larger clusters 
increase the possibility of finding existing feedback to compose a sug-
gestion; however, they also increase the risk of false feedback. 

During the manual assessment, Athena uses a prioritized assessment 
order. Submissions with several segments in clusters without feedback 
are prioritized, maximizing the possible coverage for automatic feed-
back suggestions. Athena searches their respective clusters for each 
segment for existing feedback and suggests the closest feedback. 
Furthermore, credit points associated with feedback are prioritized 
based on the clusters’ credit average. Athena’s automatic feedback 
suggestions are displayed to instructors within Artemis as part of the 
assessment interface (Bernius & Bruegge, 2019), as depicted in Fig. 9. 
Instructors can add additional feedback to unassessed parts of the stu-
dent solution. They can either approve the feedback suggestions or up-
date them as they see fit. 

8. Implementation evaluation 

This evaluation compares the quantity and quality of feedback in the 
course ISE with and without the Athena system. We analyze feedback in 
three instances of ISE: In 2019, text exercises on Artemis were intro-
duced during the course. The Artemis platform served as the submission 
and feedback platform for students. All feedback was composed manu-
ally and published through Artemis. In 2020, the course introduced the 
Athena system as part of Artemis. Students continued to use Artemis to 
submit their feedback. Instructors receive feedback suggestions from 
Athena when reviewing student answers. Instructors need to check the 
feedback suggestions, add additional feedback where needed, and can 
also update feedback suggestions as needed. In 2021, the course 
continued its use of the Athena system. As part of this experiment, tutors 
needed to manually review exercises during the first half of the course. 
The Athena system was enabled for the second half, and tutors had to 
work with the suggested feedback. 

We compare the feedback for exercises using the Athena system 
(treatment) with feedback composed manually (control group). We 
compare the quantity of feedback, the quality of feedback comments, the 
student satisfaction, and the assessment efforts before and after intro-
ducing the Athena system, the introduced intervention. 

In this section, we describe the course ISE and the study design of the 
evaluation. The evaluation consists of two parts. The first part analyzes 
the feedback generated by the system Athena. We analyze how many 
assessments receive feedback from Athena by inspecting exercises from 
2020 to 2021 where the system was used. This can be summarized in the 
following knowledge question: 

Knowledge Question 5: What portion of grading can be supported 
by Athena? 

Further, we study the quality of the feedback suggestions. Therefore, 
we study how instructors interact with the suggested feedback. Finally, 
as instructors can overwrite the feedback suggestions, we analyze how 
much feedback is published to the students. We summarize this as 
follows: 

Knowledge Question 6: How accurate is Athena feedback? 
The second part of the evaluation compares Athena feedback to 

instructor feedback. Therefore, we first ask students to rate their feed-
back and compare how Athena feedback performs compared to 
instructor feedback. 

Knowledge Question 7: How do students perceive Athena 
feedback? 

Second, we analyze student complaints on their feedback to study if 
Athena feedback has a higher quality and attracts fewer complaints than 
instructor feedback. 

Knowledge Question 8: Does Athena feedback reduce the number 
of student complaints on their feedback? 5 Athena: https://github.com/ls1intum/Athena.  

6 AllenNLP - ELMo: https://allennlp.org/elmo. 
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Fig. 7. Overview of the machine learning activities making up the “Segment Submissions”, “Compute Language Embeddings”, and “Cluster Segments” activities in 
Fig. 5. These are used to extract text segments and build text clusters for scoring and similarity analysis (UML activity diagram). 

Fig. 8. Top-level design of the Athena system. Athena is composed of four components: Segmentation, Language Embedding, and Clustering implement the machine 
learning activities depicted in Fig. 7. The Feedback Engine acts as the facade to Artemis and offers an API that the Assessment component uses to receive feedback 
suggestions. 

Fig. 9. Example of the instructor interface: Athena presents a feedback suggestion for the first text segment with a feedback comment and a score.  
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Third, we inspect if the semi-automatic assessment concept in-
fluences the quantity of feedback provided to students. 

Knowledge Question 9: Does Athena generate more feedback than 
instructors? 

8.1. Course 

The course ISE is an introductory software engineering course, with 
around 2,000 registered students who are mainly computer science 
bachelor’s students in their second semester. Students with computer 
science as a minor can also enroll in the course. The course covers 
software engineering concepts, such as requirements analysis, system 
and object design, testing, lifecycles, configuration management, project 
management, and UML modeling (Krusche et al., 2020). Before starting 
the course, students need fundamental programming experience (e.g., 
Introduction to Computer Science or Fundamentals of Programming). 

The instructors use constructive alignment (Biggs, 2003) to align the 
teaching concepts and exercises with the course objectives. For each 
lecture, they define learning goals based on six cognitive processes in 
Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson et al., 2001). The course focuses 
on higher cognitive processes: Students apply the concepts in concrete 
exercises. 

Following an interactive learning approach, ISE teaches software 
engineering concepts with multiple small iterations of theory, example, 
exercise, solution, and reflection (Krusche & Seitz, 2019). Therefore, it 
utilizes exercises to foster student participation (Krusche, Seitz, et al., 
2017) and motivate the students to attend the lectures (Krusche, von 
Frankenberg, & Afifi, 2017). The course involves different kinds of 
exercises:  

1. Lecture exercises as part of the lectures  
2. Group exercises solved in small ad hoc groups 

Table 1 
ISE exercises over the years with their Feed back Factory (cf. Fig. 4) used each year: Instructor Feedback 
(I), Athena Feedback (A), or Exercise not used (− ). 
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3. Homework exercises to be solved throughout the week individually  
4. Team exercises to be solved in a team in five 2-week periods  
5. Exam exercises to assess the students’ knowledge after the course 

has finished in multiple variants 

Students were asked to submit their solutions to all but group exer-
cises to Artemis to receive an assessment with feedback and points. The 
students could gain bonus points for the final exam when participating 
in the exercises. The instructors utilize programming, modeling, tex-
tual, and quiz exercises in the course to train software engineering and 
problem-solving skills. Table 1 lists all homework exercises conducted in 
the course and marks whether Athena Feedback was employed in 
2019–2021. 

8.2. Study design 

Fig. 10 shows the study design of the evaluation that was instantiated 
for each exercise in which Athena was used for grading. The instructor 
defines the exercise in Artemis with a problem statement, grading 
criteria, example solutions, and a due date. The students can insert their 
solutions in plain text on Artemis. After the due date, Artemis sends all 
student answers to Athena to preprocess the answers as described in 
Section 7. The instructors can review the student answers as soon as 
Athena completes the preparation and stores the text clusters. The in-
structors create a review for every student’s answer consisting of mul-
tiple feedback items. The instructors used a chat room during the review 
phase to discuss the grading criteria as needed. 

Every review can either be classified into one of two categories: 

Instructor and Athena feedback. A review is considered to receive 
Athena feedback if at least one feedback item was suggested by Athena. 
Reviews without feedback suggestions receive Instructor feedback. 
Furthermore, Athena stores intermediate versions of all feedback items 
to evaluate how instructors work with feedback suggestions. 

After the instructors completed the review, we retrieved the classi-
fication of the reviews from the Artemis database using SQL queries. 
Two researchers verified the correctness of the queries. We collected the 
statistics on the feedback items from Athena. We inserted the mea-
surements in a spreadsheet for further analysis and graphing. Two re-
searchers reviewed the results for consistency and plausibility and took 
several samples to check individual feedback entries. 

8.3. Results: Athena Feedback 

In the implementation evaluation, we answer five knowledge ques-
tions that address the influence of Athena on the grading process. These 
knowledge questions address knowledge goal 3 stated in Section 2. 

First, we classify the reviews into two two categories. Fig. 11 and 
Fig. 12 depict the classification of the reviews. On average, 45% 
(Homework 25.2%, Exams 53.9%) of all reviews received Athena 
Feedback. In exercise E.19, the system performed best with 75% Athena 
feedback. Exercises E.04 and E.14 have the least coverage, with 6% 
Athena feedback. 

Finding 3 (Coverage): Coverage Athena can cover up to 75% of 
reviews with feedback suggestions without previous training data or a 
predefined solution. 

Second, we further analyze the reviews classified to receive Athena 

Fig. 10. Research approach depicted with the involved actors and flow of events (UML activity diagram).  
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feedback above. Therefore, we inspect all feedback that is part of these 
reviews. 

We formulate this data as a binary classification to evaluate Athena’s 
performance. Feedback suggestions generated by Athena are Positive, 
and the absence of feedback for a given segment is Negative. We compare 
initial suggested feedback with the final feedback from the instructor (cf. 
Subsection 4.2) to classify both positive and negative suggestions as 
either correct (True) or incorrect (False). This leads to the following four 
classifications: 

TP is a True Positive classification, in which Athena generated feed-
back on a segment that instructors published to students unmodified 
or slightly modified, e.g., with an extension. 
TN is a True Negative classification, in which Athena did not provide 
feedback to a segment. The instructor did not see any need to 
providing feedback, either. 
FP is a False Positive classification, in which Athena generated false 
feedback, and because of that, the instructor had to change the 
feedback. 
FN is a False Negative classification, in which Athena did not suggest 
any feedback; however, feedback was needed for this segment. 
Therefore, the instructors had to intervene and compose their own 
feedback manually. 

Following this classification, we can describe the performance of 
Athena following both the sensitivity and specificity values, as well as 
the accuracy (Witten et al., 2011): 

The recall describes how much feedback has been correctly generated 
by the Athena system; this metric is also known as the sensitivity or the 
true positive rate (TPR). 

TPR =
TP

TP + TN
(9) 

The specificity describes the number of segments for which in-
structors did not provide feedback and were left without feedback by 
Athena; this metric is also known as the true negative rate (TNR). 

TNR =
TN

TN + FP
(10) 

The precision describes the proportion of suggested feedback by 
Athena published to students by instructors; this metric is also known as 
the positive predictive value (PPV). 

PPV =
TP

TP + FP
(11) 

The accuracy summarizes how much feedback was suggested and 
how many segments stayed without feedback correctly. 

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + TF
(12) 

Table 2 summarizes the binary classification results, which are 
visualized in Fig. 13. 

Finding 4 (Precision): Athena augments instructor feedback pre-
cisely in most cases (PPV = 92%). 

The precision of 92% confirms our previous findings (Bernius et al., 
2021). This means that Athena Feedback successfully augments 
instructor feedback, rarely suggests incorrect feedback, and is appro-
priate and respects the context within the solutions. In addition, we 

Fig. 11. Homework exercises with their assessment ratios. Athena feedback 
reviews received automated suggestions which were reviewed by instructors. 
On average, 25% of all homework assessments were computer-aided. 

Fig. 12. Exam exercises with their assessment ratios. Athena feedback reviews 
received automated suggestions which were reviewed by instructors. On 
average, 54% of all exam assessments were computer-aided. 
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conclude that Athena does not generate extra efforts through manual 
interventions required from instructors. 

Finding 5 (Specificity): Athena does not generate unneeded feed-
back (TNR = 97%). 

The specificity of 97% further confirms this, as Athena is good at 
identifying segments that do not need feedback. Therefore, there is no 
extra work in removing unnecessary or incorrect feedback. 

Finding 6 (Accuracy): Up to 78% of the segments were correctly 
graded by Athena (Accuracy = 60%). 

The accuracy of 60% also supports Finding 3. Future work is needed 
to improve Athena’s coverage, both for the portion of submissions and 
segments covered in each solution. At the current stage, Athena can help 
support instructors by contributing partial assessments. However, more 
work is needed to fulfill the vision of autonomous grading and reach 
feasible efforts when offering continuous feedback. 

8.4. Results: Quality of Athena Feedback compared to instructor feedback 

We measured the feedback quality in two ways. First, we asked 
students to rate their feedback on a 5-star scale. Out of 15,868 total 
reviews done by the instructors, the students rated 530 reviews. Artemis 
asks students, “How useful is the feedback for you?” displayed underneath 
their feedback and presents the 5-star scale input. Fig. 14 depicts the 
distribution by star rating. In the study, 82% of the ratings were either 1- 
star or 5-star. Students with computer-aided feedback were more likely 
to give a 5-star rating (72%) when compared to students who received 
manual feedback (57%). On the same page, computer-aided feedback 
received 1-star ratings less often (15%) than manual feedback (25%). On 
average, students giving a 5-star rating (94% and 91%, respectively) had 

better scores than students giving 1-star ratings (70% and 62%, 
respectively). 

Finding 7 (Perceived Quality): The computer-aided feedback in 
Athena has at least the same quality as manual feedback. 

The second measure of feedback quality is students’ complaints – or 
the absence or complaints. Students can complain about their feedback, 
either requesting a re-evaluation of their solution from a second 
instructor or requesting more detailed feedback from the same 
instructor. As re-evaluations are time-intense, students are limited to 
three complaints in the course; however, legitimate complaints are not 
counted against this limit. This policy reduces minor or unjustified 
complaints as submitting a complaint is deemed expensive. 

Table 3 outlines the number of submissions for all exercises with 
Athena feedback and the percentage of complaints. We tested the hy-
pothesis that gradings created using feedback suggestions from Athena 
lead to fewer complaints than instructor feedback. A Welch Two Sample 
t-test is not suited because the measurements are not normally distrib-
uted. Therefore, we employ the Brunner-Munzel Test (Brunner & 
Munzel, 2000; Neubert & Brunner, 2007), a non parametric statistical 
test for stochastic equality of two samples. The Brunner-Munzel Test is a 
generalization of the Mann–Whitney U test (Mann & Whitney, 1947; 
Wilcoxon, 1945) and is suggested as a modern replacement for 

Table 2 
Results of the binary classification (lest) and analysis (right). 

Fig. 13. Visualization of Binary Classification (Table 2) in percent.  
Fig. 14. All ratings for ISE homework exercises by star rating. In this figure, 
ratings are grouped by Instructor Feedback (n = 428) or Athena Feedback (n =
102). The average score in percent is depicted per rating and assessment type. 
In the study, 530 out of 15, 868 reviews were rated by students. 
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nonparametric tests (Karch, 2021). We use the brunnermunzel R pack-
age7 to compute the test. The Brunner-Munzel Test, based on the 
complaint rates, results in a test statistic value of t = 3.8146. The p −
value of the test is 0.000466, which is less than the significance level α =
0.01. We can conclude that the Athena-feedback’s complaint rate is 
significantly lower than the Instructor-feedback’s complaint rate. 

Finding 8 (Quality): Feedback generated from Athena leads to 
fewer student complaints. 

Third, we compare the ratio between segments with and without 
feedback. We inspect all exercises from 2019 to 2021 and separate the 
measurements between Athena feedback and instructor feedback. 

Finding 9 (Feedback Quantity): No evidence suggests that Athena 
leads to more feedback. 

8.5. Limitations 

This section discusses threats to the results’ trustworthiness and 
whether the results are biased based on the researchers’ subjective point 
of view. We distinguish between three aspects of validity: internal val-
idity, external validity, and construct validity (Runeson et al., 2012). 

8.5.1. Internal validity 
The accuracy of the feedback suggestions is measured by the 

acceptance of the instructor. A second review from a control instructor 
would allow for a more accurate measurement of accuracy. The 
instructor might be biased toward confirming a feedback suggestion, 
requiring less effort than providing a new comment. We noticed that 
most instructors took the review of the automatic feedback suggestions 
seriously, but we cannot guarantee that some of the 68 involved 
teaching assistants failed to review the automatic feedback suggestions 
thoroughly. 

Two authors of this article have been involved in teaching the course 
ISE and might have influenced the empirical evaluation. However, we 
tried to separate the research and instructor perspectives. Further, two 
additional instructors have been involved in the course ISE who are not 
authors of this paper, and the third author reviewed the results carefully 
without being involved in the course. In addition, we observed similar 
results in a second course, which was taught by an independent 
instructor who was not involved in the research (Bernius et al., 2021). 

8.5.2. External validity 
Most analyzed exercises have been in the domain of software engi-

neering and computer science in the same university. While we believe 
that the approach is generalizable for other domains, we have not shown 
this in this study. 

8.5.3. Construct validity 
The validity of the ratings might be affected by the question’s 

wording and the score that the students received. Students with a higher 
score are typically more satisfied and less likely to complain about the 
quality of the feedback. Therefore, a good rating does not necessarily 
mean that the feedback was of good quality. Another limitation could be 
that students like the approach of getting feedback. The ratings measure 
the perceived quality, which is subjective. We can only infer the quality 
based on the ratings. Therefore, we consider Finding 7 on the quality of 
the ratings as anecdotal evidence. 

8.6. Discussion 

The suggestion coverage of Athena is higher for exercises that do not 
ask students to come up with their own examples but rather require 
students to work based on a given problem context. In the exam exer-
cises E.01, E.03, E.09, E.15 - E.22, students were asked to extract re-
quirements or use cases from a problem statement. In those exercises, 
the coverage was mostly above the average, ranging from 48% to 75%. 
These questions still require students to apply problem-solving skills but 
limit the variability of the answers. This leads to more similar answers 
and more reusable feedback. 

Exercises asking for examples, such as the ISE homework exercises, 
have lower Athena suggestion coverage between 13% and 38%. This 
may be due to the increased variability of answers where students 
develop their own examples. As Athena tries to find similar text seg-
ments, it is more difficult to find a group with shared segments as stu-
dents choose examples from different problem contexts. Therefore, 
students are less likely to produce similar answers, and Athena cannot 
learn to reuse feedback among students. 

Athena reuses reviews from instructors. Therefore, the quality of the 
feedback suggestions depends on the manual feedback provided during 
the instructor reviews. If instructors provide incorrect manual feedback, 
Athena will not be able to provide correct feedback suggestions. In the 
example of ISE, the instructors who review the submission consist pri-
marily of teaching assistants who have limited experience in grading or 
providing feedback. 

Nevertheless, the approach can improve the review process as it al-
lows instructors to handle larger amounts of reviews or to inspect ex-
amples. Other systems presented in Section 5 suggest comparing 
answers only with a sample solution provided by an instructor (Pérez 

Table 3 
Student complaints on ISE 2019–2021 distinguishing Athena feedback and 
instructor feedback. Athena feedback produces significantly fewer complaints 
than instructor feedback.  

Exercise 2019 2020 2021 

# 
Sub. 

% 
Compl. 

# 
Sub. 

% 
Compl. 

# 
Sub. 

% 
Compl. 

H.11  1036  1125  1277  
Instructor 1036 0.00% 930 0.86% 1277 1.17% 

Athena / / 195 0.00% / / 

H.12  943  1032  1122  
Instructor 943 0.42% 744 1.88% 1122 2.76% 

Athena / / 288 1.74% / / 

H.14  998  1103  1228  
Instructor 998 1.40% 877 2.96% 1228 2.36% 

Athena / / 226 2.21% / / 

H.17  890  1013  1112  
Instructor 890 1.01% 881 1.70% 1112 2.79% 

Athena / / 132 0.76% / / 

H.18  943  1027  1165  
Instructor 943 0.32% 662 1.06% 927 3.13% 

Athena / / 365 0.55% 238 0.00% 

H.19  950  1060  1164  
Instructor 950 0.53% 1060 5.85% 1164 1.63% 

H.20  832  933  1068  
Instructor 832 1.68% 753 2.39% 881 2.95% 

Athena / / 180 1.11% 187 0.00% 

H.21  910  1006  1176  
Instructor 910 3.63% 677 7.68% 1176 8.08% 

Athena / / 329 3.65% / / 

H.22  877  959  /  
Instructor 877 1.94% 624 2.72% / / 

Athena / / 335 3.58% / / 

H.23  /  /  1126  
Instructor / / / / 945 3.17% 

Athena / / / / 181 0.00% 

H.24  898  1029  1151  
Instructor 898 2.23% 700 1.57% 823 4.01% 

Athena / / 329 1.82% 328 0.00% 

H.25  882  1013  1118  
Instructor 882 3.74% 767 2.22% 872 4.47% 

Athena / / 246 1.63% 246 0.00%  

7 brunnermunzel R package: https://github.com/toshi-ara/brunnermunzel. 
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et al., 2005), thus reducing the variability in the solution space, which 
might limit the students’ creativity. However, creativity is an important 
aspect of software engineering education (Krusche, Bruegge, et al., 
2017). 

The use of Athena reduces the workload for instructors and, thereby, 
enables instructors to better support students individually. All students 
receive personal attention in the form of Virtual One-To-One (Bernius & 
Bruegge, 2019) feedback. The efficiency gain in the frequent solution 
cases results in more time to address specific solutions and take care of 
problems. Individual feedback is better than presenting a sample solu-
tion in a lecture format (Higgins et al., 2002), especially in software 
engineering, where many creative solutions can co-exist. Individual 
discussions for different solutions are needed so students and instructors 
can learn about the benefits, consequences, and trade-offs of new 
solutions. 

9. Conclusion 

We have presented an approach that reduces assessment efforts of 
textual exercises for instructors while scaling feedback for large courses. 

The main contributions are: First, a formalization of the assessment 
effort for a large-scale course using the interactive learning teaching 
method. 

Second, the machine learning-based framework “CoFee” outlines 
how to capture assessment knowledge and automatically suggest feed-
back. The framework employs segment-based grading and reuses feed-
back based on segment similarity. We confirmed the frameworks’ 
validity in a laboratory experiment and found that CoFee can reduce the 
instructors grading effort by 85%. 

Third, the reference implementation “Athena” demonstrates how 
to design and build a system that automatically assesses textual exercises 
(Artifact Design Goal). Athena uses the ELMo language model to capture 
core ideas of segments and HDBSCAN clustering to identify groups of 
similar segments. Athena is open-source software published under the 
MIT license and integrated into the Artemis system. 

Fourth, the implementation evaluation describes the usage of 
Athena in a large-scale software engineering course with up to 2,200 
students and up to 68 instructors. The evaluation analyzed the generated 
feedback and compared feedback given to the students with and without 
Athena. The findings suggest that Athena can provide feedback for up to 
75% of student answers. The feedback suggested is 92% precise and 60% 
accurate. Athena does not lead to more feedback; however, students 
perceive the feedback quality as identical, and fewer students complain 
about Athena grading than manual grading. The evaluation further 
shows that the accuracy of Athena feedback depends on the type of 
textual exercise and the variability of possible answers. A higher vari-
ance within correct solutions leads to less coverage because of fewer 
similarities in the student answers. 

The article outlines how segment-based structured grading in CoFee 
allows for collecting and reusing knowledge generated during the 
manual assessment. Machine learning can support instructors with their 
assessment work. Working with automated feedback suggestions re-
duces the assessment efforts and helps instructors deliver consistent 
feedback and reduce student complaints. Athena does not require 
training data before grading to learn correct answers and feedback 
suggestions. Instead, it collects knowledge during the assessment. This 
incremental process allows instructors to change or introduce new ex-
ercises as needed, preventing students from submitting solutions from 
previous years. 

10. Future work 

Training based on assessments of past exercises allows Athena to 
profit from additional knowledge captured in these reviews. However, 
future work needs to evaluate whether training data from the same 
exercise in previous years can improve the coverage or accuracy of 

feedback suggestions. 
In addition, the presented research can be extended in four ways: 

First, additional intermediate representations of text segments can be 
explored. Athena uses ELMo to capture core ideas within text segments. 
Further research is needed to explore the accuracy of other types of 
models, e.g., transformers such as the Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers (BERT) model (Devlin et al., 2019) or the 
Sparsely Gated Mixture-of-Expert (Jacobs et al., 1991; Lepikhin et al., 
2021) based Facebook WMT model (Tran et al., 2021). 

Second, by migrating away from a language-dependent language 
model, CoFee can improve on the current limitation to English answers. 
Transformer-based models could enable language-independent grading 
by converting a segment to a language-independent intermediate rep-
resentation, employing techniques currently used for machine trans-
lations. Following this approach would allow CoFee to create a 
language-independent assessment knowledge and associate feedback 
to answers independent of the used language. Language-independent 
grading can allow international students to answer in their preferred 
language. Instructors can thereby assess work in a foreign language they 
do not speak themselves. 

Third, language models can be fine-tuned by incorporating domain- 
specific contexts from course materials, such as textbooks, slides, or 
lecture notes. Customized language models allow CoFee to improve the 
assessment of exercises requiring a special problem domain knowledge. 
Transfer Learning could be applied to fine-tune a general-purpose neural 
network for this specific task (Dai & Le, 2015; Howard & Ruder, 2018). 
Mayfield and Black (2020) suggest that the relevant world knowledge is 
already present in pre-trained BERT models. 

Forth, another possibility is to combine CoFee’s content-based 
grading with language grading as available in essay scoring systems 
(cf. Subsection 5.1). The resulting system considers other aspects of the 
work (e.g., grammar, writing style, and language use) and could extend 
CoFee’s applicability beyond short-answer exercises. 
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9 Conclusion & Outlook

This dissertation presented an approach to automate the assessment of textual

exercises, thereby reducing the assessment efforts for instructors of large classes.

The four main scientific contributions of this dissertation are:

A formalization and the design of the Computer-aided Feedback for textual ex-

ercises (CoFee) framework [BB19; BKB21; BKB22] outlines how to capture assess-

ment knowledge and automatically suggests feedback based on machine learning.

The framework employs segment-based grading and reuses feedback based on seg-

ment similarity. CoFee can identify similar segments which should receive similar

feedback based on a three-fold process consisting of segmentation of answers, in-

termediate representations based on language embeddings, and clustering. The

treatment validation confirmed the frameworks’ validity in a laboratory experi-

ment and found that CoFee can reduce the instructors grading effort by 85%.

The algorithm for automatic segmentation based on topic modeling [Ber+20]

identifies relevant topics discussed within the scope of an exercise and represents

topics using keywords. The segmentation algorithm is based on a divide-and-

conquer approach to decompose student answers into topically coherent segments.

Phrases and sentences are merged until a topic shift occurs. The evaluation con-

firms that segments produced by the algorithm are better suited for assessment

than sentences split by interpunctuation.

The reference implementation of the CoFee design is called “Athena” [BKB21;

BKB22] and demonstrates how to design and build a system that automatically

assesses textual exercises. Athena uses the segmentation algorithm [Ber+20] to de-

compose answers, the ELMo language model to capture core ideas of segments, and

Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDB-

SCAN) clustering to identify groups of similar segments. Athena is open-source
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software published under the MIT license and integrated into the Artemis learning

management system.

The empirical evaluations [BKB21; BKB22] describe the usage of Athena in sev-

eral large-scale software engineering courses at the Technical University of Munich

(TUM) between 2019 and 2021. Up to 2, 200 students and up to 68 instructors

participated in the courses. The evaluation analyzed the generated feedback and

compared feedback given to the students with and without Athena. The findings

suggest that Athena can provide feedback for up to 75% of student answers. The

feedback suggested is 92% precise and 60% accurate. Athena does not lead to

more feedback. However, students perceive the feedback quality as identical, and

fewer students complain about Athena grading than manual grading. The evalua-

tion further shows that the accuracy of Athena’s feedback depends on the type of

textual exercise and the variability of possible answers. A higher variance within

correct solutions leads to less coverage because of fewer similarities in the student

answers.

The contributions are published in four publications in an international work-

shop [BB19], two international conferences [Ber+20; BKB21], and an international

journal [BKB22].

CoFee models a closed feedback loop with continuous feedback for students solv-

ing an exercise. Athena does not implement this closed feedback loop, which would

allow students to submit their solutions multiple times, including intermediate so-

lutions. Allowing multiple submissions for every exercise will significantly increase

the grading workload. In the future, Athena can help reduce the grading workload

down to new knowledge submitted in a new iteration and automate the grading

of common or repeated mistakes.

The nature of the hybrid grading process depends on a human grader to review

and complete the feedback suggestions from Athena. In the future, Athena should

enable real-time evaluations of submitted answers by removing humans from the

grading loop. Furthermore, humans should only be involved in grading if the

trained assessment knowledge is insufficient to provide confident feedback.
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Fast-changing paradigms in computer science make it hard to keep materials and

exercises up to date. Therefore, Athena should support evolving curriculum design

by offering automated grading based on partial knowledge and incremental training

of the assessment knowledge. Examples of evolving exercises are new problem

statements to apply concepts or new interpretations of concepts and trade-offs.

Another challenge is to evaluate CoFee and Athena in a different domain. The

Athena system was built independently from specific domains and should support

exercises from all domains. However, evaluations of Athena focused on exercises

related to computer science. Therefore, future evaluations on the precision and

accuracy of Athena in other domains are needed.
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